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McKinney To Speak
At
Grad.
'78
by Claudia Napp
Representative Stewart Brett
McKinney of Connecticut's Fourth
Congressional District will be the
speaker at the 1978 commencement
exercises on May 28. at 3 p.m.
Additional speakers at the commencement exercises will be the
recipients of honorary degrees. Arthur
Miller, playwright, will receive a
degree for most distinguished person
in the world of learning.
i.ie public service degree will be
presented to Mrs. Evelyn Kennedy, a
key member of Bridgeport's Kennedy
Center for the Retarded.
Father James Coughlin, S.J., retiring
academic vice president and Dean,
will accept the degree for his
distinguished service to the universitv.
Congressman McKinney has been a
long time friend of the university and
has pushed on the federal level for
financial aid to parents of college
students.
\
McKinney presently serves on the
House Committee on Banking,
Finance, and Urban Affairs. He is
seated on the committee's Economic
Stabilization Subcommittee. The
congressman is a member of the
District of Columbia Committee and
acts on both the Fiscal Affairs, and
Economic Development branches of
the committee. During the 1976
Congressional session, McKinney was

Times
Editor
Speaks
by John Smith
John M. Lee, business and finance
editor of the New York Times, spoke in
defense of "big business" to a group of
students last Wednesday evening in
the Oak Room.
Centering his discussion on the
Corporate Influence in American
Society, Lee perceived his topic, 'The
Accountable Corporations" as particularly interesting to University
students because of the confluence of
the "strong Jesuit liberal arts and
business traditions which help to form
educational policies at Fairfield.."

John M. Lee
' John Lee, who has been with the
New York Times since the 1950" s and
has served as bureau chief in Tokyo
and London, raised two questions
which he feels has been the subject of
serious debate for two generations.
Lee asked, "are large modern corporations really enemies of the
people? Are they unjustly accused?"
According to Lee, the problem
traces its roots back to the post-World
War II era when the American
economy boomed as a result of
wartime production and business
enjoyed the "historical phenomenon
of a honeymoon with the public."
Lee continued that inflation and
unemployment caught up with this
boom due to oooulation Rrowth, and

elected by his peers to sit on the
Steering Committee of the NortheastMidwest Economic Advancement
Coalition.
His son, Stewart Jr., is now attending
the university. The family resides in
Fairfield, while the congressman is
serving his fourth term in office.

Drinking Furor

Dies

Ad-Hoc Committee Quiet
by Marianne O'Connell

Mark Dorigan, former F.U.S.A.
President, University council member
Kenny Pursell, Carmella Inneo, and
Gonzaga resident Cigi Byron.

The Ad Hoc Committee of the
University Council formulated to
review
the
present
drinking
regulations remains optimistic over
In addition, Dr. Katz of the Political
the possibilities for change in present Science Department and Fr. McCrath
drinking policy, despite the fact that of the Math Department are faculty
they have still not submitted a formal
representatives.
recommendation to the Council.
Deans Anne Marie Samway and
Henry Krell of Student Services are
"We are definitely hopeful as to the
acting on behalf of the Adchanges which can be made in the
ministration.
present drinking laws," commented
Ad Hoc committee member Cigi
The Ad Hoc Committee is interested
Byron. "We've received a lot of input in utilizing the Dorm Councils as the
at our committee meetings, at- possible control for drinking at floor
tendance has been good and students, parties and other functions within the
faculty members and administrators dorms.
have all been very receptive to new
"We're trying to spread the
ideas."
responsibility for the drinking
The Ad Hoc Committee was created
regulations," commented Carmella
after the University Council felt a need
Inneo. "This also could be an imto re-examine the drinking regulations
portant stepping stone for Dorm
tested during Conzaga Ill's conCouncil involvement."
troversial floor party before Spring
Vinnie OBrien has expressed an
Break.
interest in orienting different clubs as
The committee is composed of six to the drinking policy. "If we could
student members: John DeNobile, speak to all the different groups which
Vinnie O'Brien, F.U.S.A. President, will be running functions such as Oak
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Rooms, then there would be no
confusion about the laws."
Dean William Schimpf is certain
there will be significant changes in the
rules and procedures.
"Our goals and objectives remain
the same. We must protect the rights
of all students and obey the state laws,
but I think that the committee should
be able to suggest a perhaps more
effective use of tripartide control."
"I am a little distressed over how
long they are taking in getting
organized. I am anxious to see this
resolved. I would like to see the new
regulations included in next fall's
handbook."
When asked about the comment
that the drinking issue has been
"committed to death", Dean Schimpf
stated, "We can not attempt to
establish a new procedure by
relegating all former laws. The same
people who criticize the University
Council for lack of effectiveness are
not willing to use it. The University
Council is able to illustrate through
this type of situation the wisdom of a
tripartide approach to government."
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modern business came to be viewed
more as " a predator" than as a
"provider" of goods and services. An
opinion, which he feels was shaped by
the increasing demands placed on
business in an age where values are
continually changing.
'lee feels that many businessmen
are being undermined by social
policies set by public complaints and
government agencies.
"Sometime in the past generation",
Lee said, "large segments of the
American population began seeing
business as a political and social
organization moving away from
private investorship. Unfortunately,
someone adjudged business as solely
profit-making and that at public
expense.."
Lee continued that now is a time
when corporations must learn to live a
"private life in the public eye."
Large corporations are required to
think politically and socially as well as
economically and they cannot ignore
such social and ecological obligations
as minority job training and pollution
in order to provide a fair distribution
of goods and services.
"A corporation that fails to respect
public opinion", Lee said, "cannot
function
morally
and
thus
legitimately serve the public."
According to Lee many corporations have become the social
instrument of social and economic
change and he sees a definite need for
interaction between the private
business sector of society and the
public. An interaction which he feels
is basically an extension of the checks
and balances system inherent in our
government
institutions
and
traditions.
In Lee's view, corporations desire
most of all the respect and admiration
of public opinion. Large corporations
are accountable to and must be held
responsible for the public as well as to
their private investors Lee also
strongly urges large corporations to
fight back against discrediting and
unfavorable bias He sees an accurate
portrayal of big business as essential
since business is recognized in the
U.S. as "the most dynamic sector of
society, as the provider of the general
well-being of society."
Lee aiso noted that although many
intellectuals see business as an
"enterprenuerial Capitalistic threat"
but there is not as much political and
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Gizzo Resigns Post
Connolly Elected Pres.
students see
functions.

how

the

legislature

One of Jim's major goals will be to
have the University's Board of
Trustees recognize the legislature.
"We are not just a club," said Connolly.
"We are the elected
representatives of the student body."
Jim and the legislature will work
towards achieving the Board's
recognition.
Jim stresses the need for available
legislators. He feels that the
representatives should get to know
their constituents. In addition, he
plans to tour dormatories in order to
talk to all students about problems at
the University.
^
Pat Gizzo congratulates J'rni Connolly on being elected Legislature
President, [photo by Bob Schumm]
by Bob Schumm
social bias against business in America
Last Wednesday night, the Student
as there is in Europe because we are
Legislature elected Jim Connolly as it's
basically a business-oriented society.
President to replace resigning senior,
"Business does have a conscious
Pat Gizzo. Connolly defeated junior
and should let it show. Many large
Blair Decker the only other candidate
corporations must speak out or else
nominated for the office. Jim
risk punitive attacks which do the
OShaughnessy, the new Chief Justice
most damage in the form of laws and
of the Student Court performed the
government regulatory agencies
swearing in ceremony.
which severely restrict the potentiality
of business to render the greatest
Jim Connolly, a sophomore finance
amount of goods and services."
major, commenting on the conSuch government regulations, or
troversial opinion of the legislature
"over-regulations" as Lee noted them,
among the student body, said 'There
come in the form of government
is a lack of communication between
regulatory indexes that measure how
the legislature and the students. I will
well a corporation is providing
try to open communication between
necessary goods and services.
the legislature and all facets of the
"A Corporation that is mindful of
Universitv."
already existing government pleas and
restraints, is aware of the need for and
Jim would like to generate more
invests capital to secure future jobs,
interest among students in the
and can serve two masters, the public
legislature. He will publish the
and the private investor, socially and
minutes of each meeting. He would
economically, is a corporation able to
also like to have monthly open
get all A's on the government report
meetings of the legislature to let the
card."

He also expressed a feeling that the
legislature had received some unwarranted criticisms over the past
year. "Some of the criticisms were
valid but a large portion of them were
uncalled for."
Both Pat Gizzo and Jim expressed
the belief that the outlook for the
legislature is good. By opening up
better lines of communication for
student opinion, Jim feels that this will
promote the interest of students not
only in the legislature, but also in their
surroundings as a whole.
Pat Gizzo, the former legislature
president, looking back in reflection
over his year in office, commented,
'The legislature did well as a whole It
took an active interest in many different student concerns through both
legislative and non legislative committees such as the drinking and
basketball ticket committees."
Pat would like to see the future
bring closer contact between
legislature members and their constituents in order to bring out student
concerns.
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Highlights of Week's Happenings
by Eileen Fields

much as $120 a year. The other, for
families with younger children, allows
the parents to set up tax-deferred
savings accounts similar to the
"Keogh" plans that enable those not
otherwise covered to build retirement
funds. Efforts in Washington to
provide a tax break for families paying
college tuitions have been bogged
down.

Rhodesia Talks at Standstill
After an all-day series of meetings in
Tanzania, Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance and British Foreign Secretary
David Owen apparently reached an
impasse with Rhodesian guerilla
leaders this week on plans for leading
the country to black majority rule.
South Africa agreed to help create the
"atmosphere" for talks between
Rhodesia's biracial government and
black guerilla leaders but disavowed
coercion. The offer was made by
Foreign Minister Rielof Botha at a
meeting with Mr. Vance and Mr.
Owen. In the Tanzania talks, Patriotic
Front Leaders Joshua Nkomo and
Robert Mugabe demanded a dominant
role in an interim government and
control of the army and police but
agreed to meet with the present
governing council and Prime Minister
Ian Smith.
Appeal for Moro's Life
The Red
Brigades Terrorist
organization announced over the
weekend that former Premier Aldo
Moro, kidnapped a month ago, has
been sentenced to death after a
"people's trial." "There are no doubts,
Aldo Moro is guilty and therefore is
sentenced to die," said the sixth
communique from the urban guerillas.
There was no immediate word on
whether Moro was still alive or dead.
On Monday, Italy's President Giovanni
Leone told the terrorist kidnappers
that killing him would be a "fatal
error" and would gain them "absolutely nothing." Leone's appeal for
the life of his longtime colleague was
made indirectly in an open message to
Moro's wife, Eleanora. On Tuesday,
another communique reported the
execution of Aldo Moro. Police are
reportedly looking for his bodv.
Earthquakes Rock Southern Italy
Hundreds of thousands of people

Bridge Across Long Island
Sound Raises Opposition

fled their homes this week as a series
of strong earthquakes jolted the
western coast of Sicily. Authorities
reported the strongest quakes opened
cracks in hundreds of buildings and
sent more than 100,000 terrified
people streaming into the streets of
Palermo, Sicily alone. Several of the
dozens injured were hurt by falling
plaster, but doctors said most of those
hospitalized were hurt in the ensuing
panic. The earthquakes measured
between 4.0 and 5.6 on the Richter
scale. Seismologist Roliofo Console
said that the new quakes and aftershocks could be expected in the
region for 24 hours after they first
occurred. The quake's center was
pinpointed at sea 34 miles northwest
of Messina, Sicily.
Israeli Cabinet Accepts
U.N. Resolution
The Israeli cabinet adopted what
appeared to be a more flexible posture
on the future of the West Bank, a key
issue in Mideast peace talks. Although
not a dramatic change, the move was
seen as a swing from Prime Minister
Menachem Begin's previous tough
stance, which the United States and
Egypt found unacceptable, to Foreign

Get into Spring

Fairfield University Bookstore

Blacks trying to rent houses or
apartments are likely to encounter
discrimination by rental agents, according to a new study commissioned
by the Department of Housing and
Urban Development. The study
showed that based on visits to
properties, three of every five blacks
trying to buy a home, and three of
every four blacks tryingto rent a home

And a full Assortment of
Pepperidge Farm Homestyle Cookies
on your next picnic

tarter Staff Summit
President Carter met with his
cabinet and senior advisors this
weekend in a secluded administration
summit meeting at Camp David,
Maryland. The meetings will involve
an evaluation of their first 15-months
in office. Presidential Press Secretary
Jody Powell said there would be no
briefings for reporters on what was
going on in the meetings. He stressed
that the meetings were to discuss
procedures for long-range decisionmaking among White House staff and
cabinet members and not for policy
discussions. It is known, however, that
among the prime subjects were Mr.
Carter's next two major projects:
reducing
income
taxes
and
overhauling the civil service. Another
certain subject was how to follow up
on Carter's newest initiatives to fight
inflation.
Bias In Housing Persists

Has Frisbees
For Fun in the Sun

To Take Along

Minister Moshe Dayan's less rigid or
apartment,
encountered
position. The cabinet said in a discrimination. Blacks face less
statement that Israel accepts United discrimination in the Northeast than
Nations Security Council Resolution in other parts of the country in both
242 as the basis for negotiations with rental and sales, according to the
each Arab state- Egypt, Jordan, Syria, study. The $1-million study, conand Lebanon. Resolution 242 calls for ducted by the National Committee
"withdrawal of Israeli armed forces Against Discrimination in Housing,
from territories of recent conflict." was the most extensive ever conducted and involved whites and
blacks posing as prospective buyers or
renters across the country.

\
^

Stop

Indian Accord Reached
Protesting Navajos plan to end a 17day occupation of the Aneth oil field
near Montezuma Creek, Utah,
Monday under an agreement in which
four oil companies promise special
consideration to Indians in hiring and
promotion, spokesmen for the firms
and the tribe said Sunday. About 100
Navajos peacefully took over Texaco's
Aneth Unit pumping station March 30
and stopped operations on a 100square-mile area on the reservation,
including operations of the Phillips,
Superior, and Continental oil companies. Brian Donnelly, press officer
for the tribe, said by telephone from
Window Rock, Arizona, the agreement
was signed last Saturday in the
presence of representatives of the
Department of Interior and its Bureau
of Indian Affairs.

Tri-State
Tuition Relief Bills
Two unheralded programs designed
to give tax relief to families sending
their children to college were among
the budget bills signed into law by
Governor Carey last Friday. One of the
programs provides a tax deduction for
tuition at colleges in New York State
and it could save some families as
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A battle for a bridge across the Long
Island Sound has emerged as a major
partisan issue in the coming gubernatorial elections in both New York
and Connecticut. Governor Carey and
Ella Grasso, both Democrats, declared
this week that they would oppose
plans for the bridge, which now has
the support of Republicans in Nassau
and Suffolk Counties. Nassau County
Executive Francis Purcell sent a letter
to Mrs. Grasso urging her to reconsider
her opposition in view of the
economic boom that the bridge could
give both Long Island and Connecticut. Purcell is pushing for a
bridge between Wading River in
Suffolk County and East Haven, near
NPW Haven in Connecticut.
Radiation Tests in
New Jersey Town
State Health department and experimental officials began conducting
tests around Pierrepoint Elementary
School in Rutherford, New Jersey over
the weekend for possible radiation
contamination - either nuclear or
microwave, that might have contributed to 32 blood cancer cases in
the area in the last five years. During
the period, there have been 13 cases of
leukemia, 11 cases Hodgkin's Disease,
and eight cases of lymphoma, reticulo
cell, sarcoma and myeloma. Striken
were 29 residents and three former
residents. The number of cases of
leukemia was not unusual for a town
the size of Rutherford - population
21,000 - according to Dr. Ronald
Altman, state epidemiologist; what
was unusual was the cluster of cases
around the Pierrepoint School in the
southeastern part of town, and the
affliction of seven persons under age
19. Six of those persons were, or are,
Pierrepoint students.
Judges to be Selected
for Courts
The selection of judges for New
York City's Criminal and Family Courts
will be speeded under procedures
initiated by Mayor Koch and the
process will be open to public
scruntity. He promised that the
vacancies would be filled within 90
days, except in unusual circumstances. Mr. Koch's move was
made amid continuing controversy
over proper procedures for appointing
judges at the municipal, state and
Federal levels. The mayor has the
power to appoint judges to the
Criminal and Family Courts for 10-year
terms as vacancies occur.

Exclusive Consultants For
Your Hair Style Probfems

I
I

BARBER SERVILLE
Hours 8-5:00 Daily 8-5 Sat.
1426 Post Rd. 259-3893

SUMMER STUDY
IN NEW YORK CITY
Columbia University offers over 350
undergraduate, graduate and
professional school courses. Write for
bulletin: Summer Session, Columbia
University 102C Low Library, N.Y.,
N.Y. 10027
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• Summer storage of your winter clothes 38FREE with cleaning
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Campus Notes
by Claudia M. Napp
University Fellow Appointment Made
Four directors have been appointed
to the university Fellows. The directors
are Irene L. FJuden of New Britain,
Carmen F Donnaruma of Waterbury,
and Professor of Political Science at
the University, Roy Cant of Fairfield,
and Dr. Kenneth Catandella of Trmbull.
Human Ecology Seminar
The Center for Human Ecology
Studies in Freeport, Maine has announced its new program for 197S-79.
The format of the new program includes: A Reading Seminar in Human
Ecology; Short Courses in Human
Ecology; An Endangered Resource;
and a Laboratory in Human Ecology.
Currently, the Center Laboratory
projects included Harraseeket River
Basin study, an aquaculture project,
and the Maine Consortium for Food
Self-Reliance.
The Center does not grant credit at
this time; however, as it is the purpose
of the Center to supplement college
and university education, programs
have been designed to integrate with
degree programs. Interested students
should contact the Counseling Center
or write to; Bill Seretta, Center for
Human Ecology Studies, P.O. Box 242,
Freeport, Maine 04032.
Glee Club's Annual Memorial Concert
The 40-voice university Glee Club
will present its annual Rev. John P.
Murray, SJ.-Simon P. Harak Memorial
Concert at the Klein Memorial
Auditorium in Bridgeport on May 5
beginning at 8 P.M.
Included in the "Ambassadors of
Song" repertoire will be traditional,
sacred and contemporary selections.
The ever-popular "Men in Red
Medley," composed and arranged by
former members of the Glee Club, will
also be included.
The Glee Club's two specialty
groups, the 12-member "Campus
Minstrels" and the barbershop quartet,
'The Bensonians," will also perform
during the club's major annual
concert. 'The Campus Minstrels" will
offer three novelty songs in addition
to their perennial performance of
"Johnny Schmoker," while "The
Bensonians" will present the close
harmony ballads which are its
trademark.
The proceeds from the concert will
go to a scholarship awarded annually
to a Glee Club member. For information on tickets for the May 5
concert, call Fr. Cardoni at 255-5411.
Tickets will also be available at the.
door.
Parapsychology Workshop
A workshop on Parapsychology will
be offered Saturday, April 29 by the
Connecticut Center for Continuing
Education at the University.
The workshop will survey the field
of parapsychology and review recent
experiments in various forms of extrasensory perception (ESP) including
telepathy,
clairvoyance
and
precognition. Psychokinesis, or mind
over matter, will also be discussed.
The workshop will be held from 10
A.M.-4 P.M. To pre-register for the
workshop, call the Connecticut Center
for Continuing Education at 255-5411,
ext. 687. Fee for the workshop is
$35.00.
Annual Economics Colloquium
The Seventh Annual Economics
Colloquium at the university will be
held Thursday, April 27, at 8 p.m. in
the Campus Center Oak Room. Dr.
Dimitri N. Balatsos, vice president and
financial economist for Manufacturer's Hanover Trust Company will
deliver a talk, "Not By Debt Alone."
The colloquium will be open to thf
public free of charge.
A native of AAthens, Greece, Dr.
Balatos has studied economics as an
undergraduate at Knoz College in
Galesburg, III., and as a graduate
student at the University of California
in Berkley. The/noderator of the event
will be Dr. Edward Deak, who is
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associate professor of Economics at
the University.
Women's Chorale To Perform
At Festival
Daily musical programs will be a
new feature of the annual Dogwood
Festival to be held May 6-13 at the
Greenfield Hill Church, Fairfield. The
concert will be given by various
community groups and individuals.
They have been arranged by Sandra
Murphy, Church organist and choir
director.
On the festival's opening day,
Saturday, May 6, the university's
Women's Chorale will perform under
the direction of Kenneth Whittington.
The proceeds from the festival will be
donated to charities by the Women's
Cuild.
Senior Awarded Scholarship
Anthony Manousakas, a senior
Classics major and a member of the
Glee Club, has been awarded the
Simon Harak Memorial Scholarship
for the 1977-78 academic year. The
scholarship fund was established to
honor the late Simon P. Harak, cofounder and first director of the Glee

Beyond The President...
An Interview With David Jewitt
by Tucker Forman

[Editor's note]
The Fairfield University Board of
Trustees is the group of directors
which makes all decisions regarding
the finances, management and
development of the school.
Mr. David Jewitt serves as the
Chairman of the Board. The following
is a condensation of an interview with
Mr. Jewett concerning the Board.
There is no question that Mr. Jewitt
is familiar with the Fairfield area. He
gave a brief history of how the
University land was once three
separate estates before incorporating
into an institution in 1942. He attended Amherst College and presently
holds the position of Executive VicePresident of Connecticut National
Bank in Bridgeport.
According to Mr. Jewitt, the Board
of Trustees is "an educational corporation whose duty it is to present
American Studies Meeting
the corporate assets in financing the
On Tuesday April 25 at 3:30-5:00 in
school while asserting responsibility
the Faculty Dining Room there will be
for the University's management. The
a meeting of all those interested in the
Trustees are a body of people whose
American Studies major, Dr. O'Connor
general aim is to maintain the quality
and other faculty members will be
of education as a Catholic institution
present, and refreshments will be
of higher learning. The students are
served. All those interested should
here to learn and the faculty here to
attend.
*****
teach. The Trustees- make sure that
everything is run correctly." The Board
On April 25 and 26 the Manor
possibly could best be described as an
photographers will be around to take
"overseer for the University."
floor pictures in all dorms. There will
Jewitt continues that "The Board
be a prize awarded to the floor
members are first-class people. They
wearing the most unusual, but tasteful,
comprise a wide variety of laymen,
outfits. This prize will be a full page in
businessmen, faculty of other schools,
the yearbook featuring your floor.
lawyers, and a nurse. It is a superb
The following are the scheduled
group of personnel and everyone takes
times:
his or her role seriously. Everyone does
Tuesllay, April 25th:
their share to help the University." But
7:30 P.M. in the Campion Lounge,
he emphasizes the fact that without
Campion 2; 7:45 in the Campion
the cooperation of the Jesuits, the
Lounge, Campion 3; 8:00 in the
Board could not function properly.
Campion Lounge, Campion 4.
'The Jesuits are part of a worldwide
8:15 in Loyola 2 Lounge, Loyola 1;
educational tradition for the past 400
8:13 in Loyola 2 Lounge, Loyola 2;
years. They keep us in the mainstream
8:45 in Loyola 2 Lounge, Loyola 3.
of continuing education."
8:30 in Northwest 3 Lounge, NW
The Board is divided into various
ground; 8:40 in Northwest 3 Lounge,
committees each having a specific
NW 1; 8:50 in Northwest 3 Lounge,
function. The Academic Committee
NW 2 girls; 9:00 in Northwest 3
seeks to insure that the proper
Lounge, NW 2 guys; 9:15 in Northwest
educational standards are maintained
3 Lounge, NW 3; 9:30 in Northwest 3
in the school. The Student Committee
Lounge, NW 4.
checks to see that the students are
9:00 in Gonzaga lounge, G ground;
properly taken care of. The Finance
9:15 in Gonzaga lounge, G1; 9:30 in
Committee makes sure that funds are
Gonzaga lounge, G2; 9:45 in Gonzaga
of a sufficient amount, necessary to
lounge, G3.
running the University.
10:00 in Regis lounge, R ground and
The Board meets four times an1; 10:15 in Regis lounge, R2; 10:30 in
nually and is controlled by an
Regis lounge, R3; 10:45 in Regis
Executive Committee which does the
lounge, R4.
general organizational work for Board
meetings. Also, a Nominating
Wednesday, April 26:
Committee selects well-rounded
7:30 in first floor SE lounge, SE1;
7:45 in first floor SE lounge, SE2; 8:00 people who possess individual talents
which can be shared with the school
in first floor SE lounge, SE3.
and a Membership Committee ac8:15 in FE second floor lounge, FE 1;
tually chooses the new Board
8:30 in FE second floor lounge, FE2;
members.
8:45 in FE second floor lounge, FE3;
Mr. Jewitt will have completed his
9:00 in FE second floor lounge, FE 4.
sixth year as Chairman in September.
9:30 in Julie Hall Mezzanine, All
Asked why he became a Board
Julie floors.
Try to be prompt, and try to get as member, he responded "I was invited
to become a member by Father
many people as possible on your floor
McGinnes, who was the President of
to participate.
If there are any questions please Fairfield University prior to Father
contact Geri Morrissey at the Manor Fitzgerald. I had worked on a few
i councils under McGinnes and he
office, or at Box A.
asked me to becomea Board member.

j
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Lantern Point
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David P. Jewitt, Chairman of the University Board of Trustees explains
the future possibilities open to Fairfield University, photo by Vince Howley
asked. One had to do with the decline
And I offered to do so." The members
in liberal arts at this school and the
are allowed two terms of three years.
new trend towards Business majors.
The reason for this is to keep the
Mr. Jewitt feels that the liberal arts is
Board replenished with new ideas and
a valuable education and stresses the
enthusiasms toward the benefit of
need for such a program to continue
Fairfield.
the broadening knowledge that such
He explained that the only real
education instills in people. Conadministrative power held by the
cerning the new Business School, it
Board is in terms of hiring or firing the
will be a definite advantage once it
President of the University. Previous
receives accreditation. There will be
to Father Fitzgerald, the appointment
more emphasis on the degree, as is
of President was an ecclesiastical
now the case tih the highly successful
decision made in Boston from the
nursing program. This will allow
Provincial, who was in direct conBusiness majors better opportunities
nection to the Pope. However, after
for employment.
Father McGinnes left the University, it
Regarding the possible change in
marked the first time that the Board
the core curriculum, Jewitt did not
was given the right to choose the new
have much to comment on. He said
President. Father Fitzgerald was
that he does not have sufficient
selected out of 300 prospective
knowledge about the subject.
candidates.
However, he did note that "as priest's
He stressed that the financial work
clothing has changed from cassocks to
of the Board is very important, since
dress pants, so also our lifestyles must
they are the ones responsible for the
change."
handling of some $14 million in total
Jewitt seemed very enthusiastic
assets which was the amount for the
about
the new recreational complex.
1977 fiscal year.
He stated, "It will have a definite
"Fairfield's financial interests is big impact on the University. Everyone
business — after General Electric, it is will feel better — now getting a
the biggest employer of Fairfield. chance to release some of their
There is no money to throw away but tensions that have built up during the
there is money to hire quality long winter months." He also emeducators."
phasized the words "a healthy body
When asked if students should have and a healthy mind."
a trustee representative, Jewitt
Finally, Jewitt noted the big adcommented "No, because it is not vantage of the controversial Financial
within the rights of the student. The Center that will be under construction
student comes here to learn, to get as soon.
best a degree as possible. The 'right'
'The Mutual Savings Bank, Inc. is
that a student gains from receiving a funding this entire $4.5 million
Bachelor of Arts or Science degree structure, Fairfield is not putting up a
makes him responsible for student nickel. Many schools competed for
affairs. If there were some sort of the location because the structure will
representative, the result would be bring important bankers and
only in short term affairs. This would businessmen from all parts between
be a contradiction in the eyes of the Boston and Philadelphia. The bankers
Board, which makes long term affairs that will step onto the Fairfield
possible. Therefore, the principle of campus will hopefully become incontinuity would not exist. As a matter terested in sending their children here.
of fact, except for Father Fitzgerald In addition, Fairfield will have as
and Father Kelly, there are no 'inside much access to the facility as the
directors' on the Board. This is to bank, so it has to be a big plus in
preserve the purpose of objectivity." regards to the University. The lease
Other questions involving current runs 40 years, after which we will gain
issues concerning the University were full ownership."
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Thoughts On The President's Annual Report
The President's Annual Report 1977,

which is Father Fitzgerald's fifth annual
report to the Board of Trustees, is full
of paradox. The Report touches on the
key issues of the University: the needs
of the undergraduate, the campus of
the future, the religious dimension,
finances, and new directions - yet often
hedges when it comes to identifying
problems. The Report, which should
have been sent to all students but was
not, contains much interesting information.
The first part of the Report, "The
Needs of the Undergraduate",
describes well the need for a recreation
complex as well as the problems of the
young people who are enclosed for
long periods of time during the winter.
What the Report does not comment
upon is the lack of a sense of community in the dormitories and the lack
among the students of an informal
code of ethics which is consistent with
the stated objectives of the University.
While the Recreation Complex will
certainly help some residents relieve
energies it will not help instill the sense
of community that is obviously
lacking. Starting with the Orientation
of the Class of 1982 there should be
seminars for freshman on the
responsibilities of dormitory and
college life. Not until these responsibilities are held can there be an
environment where students can easily
obtain mens sana in corpore sano.

Further, the Report goes on to
descrive "The Campus of the Future".
While Father Fitzgerald is essentially
correct in pointing out that after all of
the current construction is finished the
campus may be expected to retain its
park-like appearance, it was not
mentioned that the Center for
Financial Studies would be of no use to
the undergraduates of Fairfield for
some thirty years. While a playground
for the bankers will be fun for them
and good for the reputation of the
University it will not be of benefit to
college students until most of our
children have graduated from college.
Further, its location may indeed
threaten the park-like beauty of the
Bellarmine Pond area.
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Next, an optimistic and accurate
picture was painted regarding Fairfield's "Religious Dimension". Two
statements were quoted; one a
compliment, the other a challenge. The
first read in part: "Fairfield endeavors
to
provide...
opportunity
for
questioning but also... access to
mature and competent help in working
out personal answers." This can not be
doubted by any one who has ever
sought help. Next, the challenge read
in part: "We ... advocate... an external
commitment on the part of faculty,
administration, and students to address
themselves to the major issues of the
day within the framework of value
judgements." This challenge can not
be ignored by the Fairfield community.

o
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The Financial Statement of fiscal
1977 was clear in some places, opaque
in others, but presumably the important fact was that for the seventh
straight year the University made a
profit. It was not clear, however, where
the monies from the profit go. Since
the teachers assure us that they aren't
overpaid and no refunds have been
offered to parents of students, the
future of the profit remains a question.
Fairfield's "New Directions" focused
on the Graduate Schools, Continuing
Education, and the Center for Financial
Studies. One new development that
was not mentioned was the establishment of the School of Business, a
development of interest to all parents,
prospective freshman, and transfer
students. The establishment of the
School of Business is a dramatic
change in what was once a school
devoted solely to the liberal arts.
Further, it is a challenge to all nontechnical education in the University.
At the present time the trend towards
business, however misguided, appears
to be accelerating, and the Report
should have mentioned this.
In closing, Father Fitzgerald put
forth a call to action: "It is time now to
move forward to the great challenges
and opportunities that lie ahead for
Fairfield." This exhortation, while illpublicized, should not be ignored. The
President's Annual Report 1977, while

good descriptive matter, holds back on
key issues: the attitudes of students
and the quality of student life, the
trends
towards
graduate
and
professional education, and the
competency and quality of professors
and the future of the liberal arts at
Fairfield. Until these are dealt with
specifically it will be difficult to act
upon the President's closing call to
action.

Letters
Claims Selective
Coverage On
Abortion Issue
Dear Editor:
In reading the last issue of theMirror, I noticed
a few articles concerning abortion, one of which
was most disappointing.
First of all, the abortion industry is a multimillion dollar business which the Right-to-Life
movement is trying to halt. Their attempts,
however, are made doubly hard because of the
hold this industry has on the media (or viceversa). For example, on January 22, 1977, 70,000
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people rallied for the annual anti-abortion march
in Washington. TheNew York Times did not even
report on the demonstration. When asked about
their selective coverage, the editors explained
that "It (the story) simply got lost in the Saturday
shuffle on the national desk." They did not fail to
"lose", however, a full-page pro-abortion advertisement which was run that day.
This year there were more people participating
in this event than last year, but the right-to-lifers
got even worse media treatment. (NBC refused to
cover it or any other right-to-life demonstrations
that day at all.)
President Carter said recently that the abortion
issue was the single most important issue of the
1976 Presidential campaign. This statement was
a surprise to most people, however, since it
received no coverage. Why? Because after the
first month of the campaign, the New York Times
news service simply issued a statement to all the
media: No more Right-to-Life stories! Most of the
media have accepted this ultimatum against
anti-abortion news.Doyou realize that in the first
two and a half months of this year. 98 right-tolifers have been arrested in sit-ins, bringing the
total in the last year to over 200? That three men
and one woman (a college student) are now in
jail for handing out the truth on abortion at a
Connecticut abortion chamber? That people
have been picketing the abortion mill in
Bridgeport four days a week for the past four
years? The local newspaper, the Bridgeport Post,
has never run an article reporting this activity.
I would like to thank Eileen Fields for running
the Waddill trial article in the Mirror, which
concerns a doctor who is being tried for apparently strangling a three-pound baby to death
after it survived a saline abortion. This is a very
significant trial, and I was pleased to find out
that the 'Mirror was reporting this news, even
though the article was thirteen months late.
Also in theMirror, one of Ned Barnett's articles
concerned President Carter's fielding of student
editor's questions. He included in the article the
President's response to a question on how the
President could reconcile his support of ERA
with his opposition to government funding of
abortions. Ned Barnett said President Carter's
answer impressed him. Carter's answer reaffirmed his decision that the government should
not pay for abortions EXCEPT" in cases of incest or
rape. He said that abortion should not be encouraged. Now, science tells us that the unborn
child has nerves, pumps its own blood (usually of
a different type form the mother), and of course
looks human (on a miniature scale), If you have
perused any technical biological data about this
matter, and agree that the unborn baby is alive
(as many abortionists themselves agree), how
can you possibly agree to their killing in ANY
case since abortion abviously murders
somebody?

^>Aemm_

Mr. Barnett wrote an interesting article, and I
am glad there is someone left who has so much
respect for a government official. As I get to
know government officials better, I find myself
more disgusted. I abhor ambiguous, political
babbling. For example, in Mrs. Kathy
Kergaravat's Connecticut Right -to-Life
Newsletter, Editor Thomas Longua reported a
letter sent to him from Fifth Distrcit
Representative Ronald A. Sarasin, who recently
announced his candidacy for the Republican
nomination for Governor here. Representative
Sarasin wrote: "Please be assured that I have
given this matter a great deal of reflection and
serious consideration. My personal abhorence
(sic) to abortion is coupled with a sensitivity and
awareness ot the human tragedy involved. Thus,
my position still remains in opposition to a
Human Life Amendment." Mr. Sarasin is now
well on his way to higher political success. I'm
sure that his constituents are now well on their
way to higher political confusion.
John E. Lorincz '81

Correction
Letter to the Editor .
Franny DeFeo's article about Special Events
programs was a real boost and very much appreciated.
I'd like to make just one point of clarification
about the Bellarmine Series. A mis-print indicated our Bellarmine budget at $25,000.00. We
wish that were so, but actually ifs $2,500.00
With the year almost over, I'd like to say thank
you to the student volunteers, the Mirror staff for
coverage of events, Fred Cotter's maintenance
crew, the WVOF staff for announcing programs,
Jim Fitzpatrick, Donna and Paula in the Campus
Center and Don Cook for making the gym
available for the Paul Winter Concert. Special
thanks go to all the members of SEC who put in
long hours and did such a terrific job on the Paul
Winter concert.
We're looking forward to September and, as
Franny mentioned in her article, "all suggestions
are welcome".
Chris Lobdell Sinagulla
Director of Special Events
and Community Relations
To the Editor:
According to the Student Handbook the primary
objective of the University is the development of
the creative intellectual potential of its students.
However, last week's editorial called this myth,
and unfortuantely I have to agree
Gerry Gunning'78
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Opinion & Comment
Commentary

Reflections

M 1
Dr. Robert ShaKner, a member of the English
Department, is leaving after six years at Fairfield
University. We asked him to share his thoughts
on leaving Fairfield, including reflections on the
past and hopes for the future of the school. The
following is his response.
How can I leave Fairfield? Actually, it has been
easier than I feared — and far more difficult than
most of you can imagine. You see, I love this
school; but my heart has told me to move on
now. And my mind has told me where.
The one issue I most want to clarify, as far as
my resignation is concerned, is that the major
change that my family and I are making is not a
retreat but an affirmation. We are moving to the
mountains and their endless beauty — to life
with a view; to a life's work that will enfold our
entire family; to a dependency on our own feet
for transportation; to the gentle disposition of
that benign Southern weather; to life without
pressure; to a feeling of being truly at home at
last.
Still, there are those of you who may yet
believe that I've been run out of teaching, turned
away from Fairfield. Surely, I have concerns —
ideas that I wish would take hold here and in
every university. And yet these concerns have
not driven me away from my life as a teacher,
although if I am hones'. Mth myself I must
acknowledge that they probably have enabled
me to leave without looking back. But they are
not the center of any crisis within me. Instead I
offer them in my favorite term — as "appreciative criticism."
The move away from liberal arts has distressed
me for several years, especially in the profund
changes here at Fairfield. Suddenly liberal arts
seem to be impractical. How can a student make
good money with such a general background?
But I cannot stress too highly the primary need
for every student's humanistic development. If
men and women are to be in any way civilized, if
they expect to understand the absolute necessity
for beauty in this life, if they are to feel a certain
reverence for the past and all it has taught us, as
well as a fascination with today and tomorrow,
then Fairfield University and all other seats of
learning cannot deny their unshakable
responsibility to the continuation of the liberal
arts.
This is the goal I would want the university to
pursue for itself, for its own growth and
fulfillment. But my desires for the welfare of the
faculty of the school consume me will stilt
greater intensity. Every student deserves to have
professors who know him, respect him, guide
him, value him. And every professor deserves an
honest opportunity to become that kind of influence. Mostly, though, in university teaching
today it's an unlikely goal.
Last semester I found myself among several
chosen ones in the English department who were
assigned four courses to teach. That small bit of
information probably sounds harmless to most of
you, but for me it meant trying to teach almost
150 students, all of whom needed an merited
personal attention and care. But with so many
students I soon found, to my despair, that the
names and even the faces were beginning to run
together in my mind. This change was an abrupt
tragedy for my method of teaching, simply
because I thrive on direct human contact.
Without it here and in all of life, relationships
suffer. I know when students begin to drift away,
but how does an overwrought teacher reach
everyone who needs to be reached?
This semester I have a different problem, as
several English teachers do: I'm teaching fewer
courses, but two of them are freshman literature
classes. The primary result is that I find myself
trying to grade seventy mid-terms, seventy
exams, seventy (gulp!) research papers. In such
an instance as this everyone suffers because not
only is the teacher buried (often literally) under
mounds of papers, but also each paper cannot be
enjoyed so thoroughly as it deserves to be. Since
I never learned the knack, and never wanted to,
of zipping through a research paper only to
scribble "A Well-written"or "C- Needs work" at
the end, I find myself first hiding from the job,
then gritting my teeth in an effort to get started,
and finally resenting all those mountains and
mountains of neatly typed words upon words. I
honestly want to appreciate each paper while
somehow maintaining my own sanity, but it is no
an easy assignment. In fact, I'm not sure it's
possible.

The sad result of all this overabundance of
students (whom I truly enjoy) and paper work
(which I do appreciate on an individual basis) is
that I've become a cheat. I cheat the students
because I can't reach out to all of them en masse.
I cheat my children because I must take time
away from them and sacrifice it to the course
load. (I snarl a lot at my family during exams!!)
And I cheat myself because I cannot be a
genuinely effective teacher this way. I
sometimes feel as if I haven't had enough sleep
since I was in the third grade, and things won't
improve so long as everybody needs a part of me
(and so long as I feel the need to give myself
away).
I agonize almost all the time about how to do
all that is expected of me: how to teach, to
publish, to serve on committees, to attend
conventions and seminars. How does a professor
do all these thingswell and stay alive? How can I
nourish others if I've burned myself out? How
can any teacher inspire? My creed for all the
years of my teaching here has come from an old
television commercial: "A mind is a terrible
thing to waste." I don't want to waste your
minds. But with fewer faculty members and ever
more crowded classes, many students are
naturally fading from our grasp. I feel only pain
when I think of them.
The students here I've always enjoyed, but you
have the one shortcoming that was limiting
students a hundred years ago when I was young
— or when Socrates was young, for that matter:
many of you are still studying for the grade. I fear
the grades at Fairfield University are too high and
too easily attained; the lifetime goals of many of
you are too tangible and too closely allied with
money. I simply want you to write well when you
leave my class. If you can do that, then I feel that
you'll be able to think with reason and
awareness, to adapt and be able to distinguish
the truly important values in life. I'd like to see
the "C" reinstated to its former level of standard
work, rather than an insult to a student's intellect. And, please, let the "A" recognize rare
and superior work. Let each student truly appreciate the strivings toward knowledge and
excellence that should capture the elusive "A".
You can free your minds of such harrowing
burdens it you will forget about the difference
between an "A" and a "B" and pour all your
creativity into something that stirs your soul
instead.
But the most valuable, and the most valid,
thought I can lend to you is of what I appreciate
about Fairfield University. Certainly my first
consideration belongs with my fellow teachers,
the friends I will never forget, Their support, their
humor, and their love have sustained me when
the rest of the world offered no solace at all.
These are the people who understand.
I have also genuinely enjoyed having the
option to choose what courses I would teach —a
privilege almost unheard of in larger universities
and heartless schools of every size. Here I've
been given the right to choose freely. (So I can
blame only myself for having to read and reread
and reread again anything at all by Marcel
Proust!)
Most of all, of course, I thank you. I've loved
the students who agreed with everything I said,
because they kept my 90-pound ego off the floor.
And I've loved the students who disagreed with
almost everything I said, because they let me
know they were thinking — becoming the individuals that everyone will remember. I cherish
the spirited exchange of ideas that an involved
class can invoke, and that is the part of my life
that I do find agonizingly hard to leave. Will my
mind atrophy without you? Can a bookstore
book keep me company when I find an idea I
want to share?
My emotional salvation — when I try to
justify within myself the road I've chosen, away
from security, a decent salary, possible tenure,
even an impossibly tempting fellowship — is the
thought that 111 always be a teacher. In my
lifetime I've edited books, assigned books in
class, even spent some time telling myself I could
write a book; and now I'll sell books on a
mountaintop. And any time I find myself exchanging ideas from one of those books with
another dreamer like me, or you, I'll be teaching.
And I'll be learning.
If you still find yourself thinking of me from
time to time, come climb up to the highlands and
have a talk just for old times' sake — and for the
sake of my mind and spirit. You're always
welcome there.

by GARY Gentile
I would like to focus my comments today on a
very serious and important subject, but first, two
other points come to mind.
CONCERNING DOGWOOD WEEKEND: three
cheers should go the the S.E.C. for the most
excellent Dogwood in recent years. The idea to
expand the weekend to three days was a risky
one but worked superbly. Much praise must go
to the S.E.C. for taking a chance on a Friday
Night play, considering the lack of popularity
plays usually receive on campus. Praise must
also go to Bill Timoney and the cast and crew for
a lot of hard work and dedication. It's nice when
people come up to me with congratulations, but
you are the ones who deserve our thanks for
turning out in the numbers and for reacting the
way you did. Thank you for making our play a
success. By the way, an encore performance is
scheduled for this Saturday night in Gonzaga.
See you there.
Continuing, the dance was superb. The mug
idea was appreciated and the band was excellent. But now to the main point. Despite a
considerable amount of protest and bad feelings,
Ramsey Lewis and Tower of Power was certainly
the most successful and entertaining concert in
recent years. Those bands had the Gym reeling
and rocking all night long and they very ably
topped off an exciting and worthwhile weekend.
CONCERNING W.V.O.F. AND THE MISUSE
OF FUNDS: Anyone listening to Radio Anarchy
Sunday night (All five of you) should be appalled
at the remarks made by Burt Kearns concerning
the Mirror.
The story in the Mirror concerning W.V.O.F.
was a valid one and since it dealt with student
funds, it was well placed on the front page. Bob
Schumm, the Assistant News Editor who wrote
the story sought my advice, as former news
editor, on whether to print it or not. He was very
concerned that it might be construed as a
vendetta and even suggested that it might be
better if another reporter wrote the story. I toio
him that if the story is true, that it indeed was big
and deserved front-page status. Any news editor
would have done the same. Instead of focusing
attention on a feud which doesn't exist, pay
attention to the facts-they are interesting
enough.
Now to a subject which by its very quiet and
unspoken nature looms as one of the most
terrifying and important moral and social
dilemmas of our time-poverty in America. When
one considers the problems in his life, many
things come to mind. Personally, I worry about
my dropping grades, lack of direction and
purpose, weight, money problems, etc. Hardly
ever does poverty appear as a problem-especially
with students at an College like Fairfield.
However, if I have learned one thing at this
school and in 13 years of Catholic education, it is
that my life is a gift and that I have been given if
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for a purpose. Don't get me wrong-l am ex^
tremely irreligious, although I believe in God-but
I am firmly convinced that I have a responsibility
in this life to others and only by fulfilling this
responsibility will I ever realize my own self.
Existentialist Philosophy puts it best when it
states that man is a lack-of-being in order that he
might be. And in order to convert mere being
into actual fruitful existence-in order to realize
yourself fully as a human being, you must be
free. Finally, before you can be free, you must
wish the freedom of others. You cannot be free
yourself without wishing the freedom of others-it
is one and the same wish. Therefore, you cannot
fulfill yourself or fulfill your own needs without
wishing and acting so that others might also be
free.
It seems as though I am laboring at an
academic point. But this was the philosophy
behind the massive civil-rights movement of the
late 5Cfs, early Mrs. It was the driving force
behind the anti-war protests of the late 6Cs and
in the 7CS has nearly been suffocated and
strangled by the egotism, selfishness and apathy
of a fat and lazy American.
You may not have thought about poverty.
Maybe you wrote a paper about it. Maybe you
read a book or saw a documentary. Big shit. It
shouldn't interest you that in the richest land on
earth there is rampant poverty. It shouldn't
intellectually stimulate you that despite the civilrights movement and subsequent legislation we
in America are moving towards two societiesseparate and unequal. It should piss you oft. You
should care, you should cry, you should act.
1 will not labor my point. I am sure that you are
tired of being yelled at. I am sure that marks are
important and that you would get involved if you
could. Instead, let me challenge you. If you
believe that you have a responsibility for your
fellow man, then let's do something about it.
Specifically, this Monday night, April 24, at 4:00
P.M. a bus will leave from the Gym for Hartford,
Ct. We will be going to the Revitalization Corps
to meet with the tutor some young, poor,
children. We will be back by 10:00 P.M. at the
latest. Don't bring money, don't bring sympathy,
don't bring anything but a will to get involved.
You may not want to come again, you may not
want tocommit your life to social work and I'm
not asking you to. But if pove.Ly in our midst
bothers you, if it is more than an academic
curiosity, more than a term paper topic, then
come with us to Hartford. Concerts at Dogwood
may seem more important because if effects you
directly. Drinking Rules effect you directly and
so do marks. But if you have any kind of conscious, then poverty in American should bother
you too. It is important.
Two weeks ago, a group of 15 involved and
concerned students tutored in Hartford. I
challenge all of you to swell their ranks this
Monday. Get involved now or you never will.
And that's what I think.

Cheers
Boos
Cheers to:
— The organizers of Dogwood
weekend for eliminating the
long lines at the dance.
— Radio Anarchy for living up
their name.
— Radio Anarchy for keeping
the show going despite
resignations, etc.
— The cast of "Don't Drink the
Water" for putting on a great
play - the first in a long while.
— The baseball, tennis, and
golf teams for excellent
performances despite low
publicity.
— All those who completed
the Boston Marathon.
— Tower of Power for putting
on a fine show.
— All those who are finally
arranging beach parties.

Boos to:
— Father Time for rushing
through the semester and
bringing finals to us quicker.
— Losing an hour's sleep on
April 30 for Daylight Savings
Time.
— All those who didn't go to
Dogwood Weekend — you
missed a good time.
— The builders of Moon Road,
who decided to tear it up
again.
— All those townies who drive
through campus as a shortcut
to the train station.
— The weather for keeping the
girls in their winter clothing —
halter-top season is just
around the corner.
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fPf^RTS* ENTERTAINMENT
Ramsey and Tower at Fairfield
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by Paul Fitzgerald
Ramsey Lewis and Tower of Power, a
bill which had received some criticism
from student prior to the show,
performed in the Gym last Sunday
night, and proved their critics wrong
while pleasantly surprising many
people in the audience. The concert
wrapped up the Dogwood Weekend
festivities.
The Ramsey Lewis/Tower of Power
bill had been criticized both because
of the method of selection and
because both groups were relatively
unknown on campus. Although both
complaints were legitimate, they
quickly became irrelevant as both
groups put on excellent shows. The
SEC is to be commended for sticking
to their plans and putting on a different and exciting concert.
Ramsey Lewis won at least a few
new fans with his performances of his
original jazz songs. I for one was
mesmerized by his keyboard playing.
Lewis was in complete control, and
the band was very tight, as a good jazz
group must be. Lewis seemed to be
enjoying himself throughout the show,
playing Grande piano as well as
electric piano, clarinet, and synthesizer.

The group opened with a few laidback jazz numbers, with Lewis sticking
mainly to the Grande piano. After four
songs, Lewis began another slow tune,
but yells from the audience for
something else seemed to change his
mind. He launched right into "Spring
High", a Stevie Wonder-written song
and one of his most famous. Its bright,
uptempo melody drew cheers of
recognition from the audience of
Fairfield and Bridgeport students and
fans from the surrounding area. The
next song, "Sun Goddess," drew even
more cheers as lead guitarist, Byron
Gregory, played the funky opening
chords. Lewis alternated from Grande
piano to synthesizer, and guitarist
Daryl Stokes treated the audience to a
fine solo. The group closed with
Lewis's hit from 1965, "The In Crowd",
the song which broke him into the
national limelight. The audience fully
appreciated the 70minute set of nine
songs, and gave the group a standing
ovation as they left the stage.
Still, it was Tower of Power's show,
and they didn't waste any time letting
people know. The band cooked from
the start, as lead singer Michael
Jeffries strutted around the stage [ike
he owned it and the horn section
proved once again why they should be
called the best in the business. Tower
of Power had not had much success

on the record sales charts lately, but
seem ready to make it more to the top
with their latest college tour and
heavy promotion of their new album,
"We Came to Play!"
The group was obviously used to
playing to an audience of more hard
core fans, as Jeffries several times
called for people to get up and get
into the music. Still, it didn't seem to
affect their performance any. They
played several songs from the new
album, including the title song and the
funky disco 'Tin Yang Yung." Still, it
was the older material which drew the
biggest cheers, including their soulful
hit "So Very Hard to Go," and their
party song "You Ought To Be Havin'
Fun." The biggest crowd pleaser of the
night proved to be the hit "What is
Hip?", which finally got everyone out
of their seats. The song included a
funky solo by drummer Ron Beck, and
a dancing solo crowd-favorite sax
player, Lenny Pickett. The audience
was up and moving to the music and,
as the group moved off the stage, the
people expressed their appreciation
with a standing ovation again.
The concert must rank as one of the
best in recent years at Fairfield.
Hopefully, the eyes and ears of
Fairfield students will be opened even
more in the future with more diversified and exciting concerts.

Tower of Power lead singer Michael Jeffries belts it out at last Sunday's concert,
[photo by Vince Howley]

Thoughts Concerning Acting
Gary Gentile
not the meaning,
but the play
not the irony, the call to action,
but the worthless emotion.

An actor lives in a world of shadows
his life is a lie.
The Existentialists tell us that man is
a lack of being in order that he might be.
An actor is a lack of being in order that he might be
someone else
And in the process, he loses life.

An actor's life is continual frustration
for he never fully realizes what he is
And if he does, he is trapped in to watching
himself replayed upon a stage by someone else.
An actor loses the only thing that makes him free:
Commitment
He may play a Doctor, A Lawyer, A Political Activitist
but no one is healed
freed
motivated
His audience enjoys not the message,
but the performance.

THE CLOG HUT
Largest Selection
of Clogs
in Conn.
991 Post Road East, Westport
{Across the street from Burger King)

An actor can never be a man,
a part of the Human Race.
When he is onstage, he is supreme
his blood boils
his nostrils flare
his heart beats

226-9031

But when he is between shows
he dies.
Spends his time re-living past glories,
future engagements
There is no present.
An actor spends his entire life rehearsing
for death.
The actor is the saddest
animal
on
ean

EDITOR'S NOTE: Gary Gentile won
the Mirror writing contest this week
for his outstanding poem. All entries
for the last issue should be in by April
30th.

This photo depicts the Royal Lichtenktein 1/4 Wn^Sdewain
Orcus. They wHI be performing Wednesday, April 26,1978 at 5:30 P.M.
jn the campus center patio. Be There!
—^———■—(
QUICHE LORRAINE — CREAM CHEESE PIE
SANDWICH N SALAD PLATTERS — GIANT MUFFINS
CHICKEN POT PIES—MUMBO GUMBO SOUP
25 PIE VARIETIES

EXCLUSIVELY AT

BONSSALE
20% off

selection
bonds
wi^h
-this ad
f carry the1
largest

Ike Ke VUtt
KINGS HIGHWAY EXT.

HERB
5HOI

TEL. 255-5953

herbs in

THE PRECISION HAIRCUT.
(And why it might be right for you.)
If you hate the way your haircut disappears the day
after, come to Command Performance where we
specialize in the precision haircut.
Precision haircutting is our technigue for cutting
the hair in harmony with the way it grows. So, as it
grows, it doesn't lose its shape. And Pecause the
hair is cut to fall naturally, you don't have to keep
fussing with it. Usually a shake of the head does it.
The precision haircut with shampoo and Plow-dry
costs just twelve dollars for guys and gals. We also
offer permanent waves, coloring, frosting and con
ditioning. No appointment is needed, just come in
And you'll see that precision is right for you.

|«W England
MONDAY—THURSDAY
7 A.M.—12 P.M.

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
7 A.M.—1 A.M.

jewelry
now in,'

SUNDAY
9 A.M.—10 P.M.

(CORNER OF REEF KJ>

)

Turnpike Shopping Center, Black Rock Turnpike 366-1719
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Wings' "London Town"
by Franny DeFeo
Paul McCartney will never crease to
amaze me. His new album, London
Town, has hit the United States with
an overwhelming surprise. This is
Wings first studio album in over two
years, and their fans have been waiting
with great anticipation to see what
new direction he has steered himelf
and the band into this time.
I really want to love his new album,
but I can't. There are many inconsistencies in his lyrics and music.
He has regressed to a child-like lyrical
content that wouldn't even make the
grade by Sesame Street, and his
music is too popish for contemporary
music lovers. I know he has the
potential, but where is he putting all of
his energies? He allows his wife to play
keyboards and sing when she can't
handle either, and he is constantly
having a turn-over in the band's lineup (Jimmy McCulloch and Joe English
left Wings after the recording of
London Town, leaving once again,
Paul, Linda and Denny Laine as the
main band).
He escaped bleak London to record
a few of the songs from London Town
on a boat off the U.S. Virgin Islands. I t
was on the "Fair Carol" that he almost
reached his potentiality. Some of
these songs are "With a Little Luck",
"Cafe on the Left Bank" and "I've had
enough." These three songs are
probably the best off the album and
show the band at its' prime. I can
actually say that Linda's keyboards are
very well handled on "With a Little
Luck" although they are still in a
simple three chord range. "Cafe on the
Left Bank" is a rocker which exemplifies Paul's talent for catchy lyrics

and music. His direction is somewhat
stylish, but he trys to branch out on
this tune. On "I've had enough" Paul
becomes the rocker he's known to be,
and he shows us that it's still there.
One song, "I'm Carrying", which
although is very pretty, is lyrically
corny and degrades Mcartney's
category as a high caliber Lyricist. It is
obviously an ode to Linda's pregnancy
during the recording of the album. He
uses such blatant lyrics as: "I'm
carrying - I'm carrying, can't help it.
I'm carrying - I'm carrying, something
for you."
The songs which were recorded in
London highlight McCartney's current
identity crisis. He doesn't know if he
wants to be a rock'n'rollers or a
"mellow music" maker. Either way
would be great by me, but to combine
the two is a bit much. However, a few
tunes are almost up to par, such as the
title cut "London "Town" and
"Girlfriend."
"London
Town"
describes the depressing atmosphere
which they were surrounded by, here
the music off-sets this impression.
"Girlfriend" is a sugar sweet tune
which presents McCartney's voice in a
falsetto manner. Linda harmonizes
nicely on this one, and shows us that
she is trying her hardest to better her
singing ability.
Denny Laine puts in his share by
penning two songs: "Children
Children" and "Deliver your Children".
There is so much reference to children
on this album that I wonder if it's been
recorded tor the adult record buying
public. Denny's songs are simply set in
his standard mold. It appears he has
allowed McCartney's dominance to
steer him away from his reputation as
a fabulous blues writer, and out into

255-1S96

APIZZA CENTER RESTAURANTS
10% OFF WITH F.U. STUDENT I.D.
ANTHONY CAPOTORTO
PROPRIETOR

10% Discount Excludes Beer)

116 POST RD

i

FAIRFIELD. CONN

|

DISCOUNTS ^SAVINGS
"LIQUOR" APRIL "WINE!##
CALIFORNIA
JUG WINES

SEAGRAM'S "7"
80°
(750 ML)

FULL GALLONS

429

■? BOTTLE

1C45

5.39

■ ** CASE

CHABLIS-BURGUNDY
ROSE

BLUECHAPEL
LIEBFRAUMILCH

SCHLITZ LIGHT

MAGNUM (50oz.)

12 oz. Bottle

3.99

+ p|us Tax

178

T12

9-10% by vol.

6 Pack

Case

DEKUYPER
PEPPERMINT SCHNAPPS
60°

LIQUOR BARREL
AMARETTO & COFFEE
LIQUEUR

3.95

4.79

4.56

4/5 Qt.

by Linda Conlon
Last Friday at 3 p.m. the Fairfield
University Student Art Show opened
the Oak Room doors to a strong,
receptive audience comprised of
many students, several faculty
members and few administration
representatives. Organized by Peter
Cish and Orin Grossman of the Fine
Arts [Department and assisted by Chris
Lobdell of Special Events, the show
gave university students an opportunity to display and perform their
work in a professionally executed
manner.
A wine and cheese reception
opened the event and visitors were
allowed an hour to stroll around the
displayed paintings, prints and
sculpture before the music program
started at 4 p.m. Video-taped by CPTV
with Senior Mary Clare Prime
operating the sideview and cut-away
camera, the music program was a
"first" for what in the past has been
only a gallery-type presentation.
Pianist-singer Blane Shaw opened
the program with a spiritualized rock
arrangement of "Let It Be", smoothly
changed key and tempo and then
presented an original work, "O Cive
Thanks Unto the Lord". The applause
was unrelenting and set the precedent
for the remainder of the program.
James Janic on piano and percussion and George Cofield on Percussion followed with an original
composition, "Fanfare for Piano and
Percussion", a variation of themes
accented with dissonant passages and
shifting tempos.
George Kachmar sang four songs
from Schumann's "Dichterliebe"
accompanied by Orin Grossman on
piano, and John Smith paid homage to

Imported from Germany
DORTMUNDER HANSA

2.40 EXPORT LAGER
iquor Barrel

Chopin with "Polonaise in A-flat
Minor". An enthusiastic barbershop
quartet attired in striped vests and
straw hats ended the program with
"Close Harmony Ballades", a series of
sassy tunes — two poking fun of
female dominance in sexual affairs.
George Kachmar, Rich Marone,
Nelson Rosas and Joe Smith harmonized the cause of the frustrated
male.
Unlike last year's haphazard and
sloppily arranged exhibit, this year's
presentation of material revealed
order and a much higher degree of
asethetic sensibility. Most of the
paintings were framed and nearly all
watercolor and sketch entries were
matted. The difference in the appearance of the exhibit from last year
to this year was particularly noticed in
the proud faces of those artists present
on Friday.
The most exciting work of the show
came in the category of watercolor, a
difficult medium to work with.
Suzanne Kachmar's "Dancing", Katy
Brown's portrait 'Town Without Pity"
and an unidentified artist's "Female
Nude" presented female forms in
wisps of gray wash, accented with a
minimal amount of black line. The
results were a sensitive balance
between detail and implication. Two
other memorable watercolors were
those paying homage to a specific
painting style. JoAnne OBo/s "Study
After Art Noveau" illustrates a
Toulouse-Lautrec-like
woman
character overseeing a RossettHike
cat and girl. PC. Shafer's "Driving Out
West I Saw A Twister" is a composition of quick, emotional strokes
imitative of 20thC watercolorist John
Marin.

PRIME YOURSELF FOR THE
BEACH PARTY
THIS WEEKEND AT

THE SURFSIDE CAFE
Tuesday: Ladies' Night

All Drinks 50*

Thursday: Draft Beer 25'

7-10 P.M.

"Come Surfin' " Jimbo and the Duke
5 Pine Creek Rd., Fairfield

Si.66

2.99 SIX PACK

Wings: Denny Laine, Linda & Paul McCartney

Art Show A Success

11% by vol.

LAST WEEK AT

WILHELM LEINEN
9V2%byvol. 23oz.

2.79

NOW

I never thought I'd pan any material
of Paul's, but when the best thing
about the album is a beautiful color
poster of Linda, Paul and Denny, you
know there's problems somewhere.
Undoubtedly, London Train will hit
number one, because it has Paul's
name on it, but once they bring it
home and play it, it will be greatly
dissappointing. The only thing I can
hope is that this is just a slump in
McCartney's writing career arjd not a
pattern for what is to come, for if it is,
one wonderful dream will be shattered.

ONLY 3.29 bottie

LIEBFRAUMILCH
NOW

WAS

CELEBRATING???
CAPRI AMERICAN
CHAMPAGNE

42°
4/5 QT.

NOW THRU END OF
THE MONTH:

WAS

3/4 Qt.

the unknown harrowing embodiment
of pop music.

DIMHJNT

WITH

THIS AD

MERRITT TWIN 1§2

3710-20 NO.MAIN ST
372-3013
WEE PARKING
REAR OF THEATRE

(110Z

a bottle)

an unmarried w- man
CCROKBYMOVIEIAB PRINTS BY Or LUXE '

H3H POST -Rbpa*
"PT\\^\6C*>,

Christine Danilowicz's "Torso" in
green and gold patina stood out as the
best executed and emotionally
charged female nude in a sculpture
category comprised of mainly
plastered female heads, female bodies
and
Ciacometti
textured-like
elongated figures. In architecture, the
models shown ranged in style from a
Chinese pagoda to an auditorium.
Paul LaViolette and Steven Trotta
exhibited alternate styles to living with
their
scaled-to-model
private
residences. LaViolette's house of
radiating circles off an open garden
encircled by a semi-circle of glass is an
imaginative use of light and round
shapes. Trotta's cathedral ceiling
house with central fireplace and
accented with group and private
balconies is a more conservative
design but meticulously constructed.
A new addition to this year's show
was sophomore Linda Amante's four
large pen and ink drawings. Taking the
human face as her basic form, Amante
interlocks, juxtaposes and swirls the
faces about in intricate compositions.
Another addition to the show came
from Palko Lucaks' Modern Art
History course where students copy a
master in order to understand his
painting technique. Craypa sketches
of works by VanCogh, Scurat, Caughin
and Matisse were displayed.
The category of oil was larger than
last year but unfortunately displayed
much of the same thing. No student
exhibiting has yet to escape the
realistic tradition of painting. Abstract, non-objective and geometric
compositions were noticeably missing,
and I suspect this has to do with
students not having enough exposure
to oil so that they can "let loose" and
explore. Whatever the reason, those
oils exhibited were very competent for
their limited ambitions. Patricia
Clark's still life of a Picasso-like steer
head amidst pails and ladders came
closest to breaking out of the
tradition. Suzanne Kachmar's "Still
Life with Pink Drapery" and Patricia
Coreych's "Fishing Boat" stand as the
best examples of that tradition, and
Christine Danilowicz's vanishing
yellow and brown landscape is a good
example of a talented painter going in
the wrong direction.
Ety 6 p.m. on Friday, ten gallons of
Almaden were empty, close to two
hundred people had passed through
the exhibit in three hours and
animated conversation was still going
strong in all corners of the Oak Room.
Palko Lucaks remarked that he was
happy that he had spent the $125 the
Fine Arts Department didn't have to
transport the piano over from Northwest.
Agreed, Palko. The addition of the
music program made the art show
complete. Friday's program set an
admirable standard for future art
shows and also presented a strong
case for an increase in the support of
the art endeavor at Fairfield
University..

EUROPE
tcciibint

C.0UW 0bM3O
The story of the world's first pregnant man...
A
A
it's inconceivably funny.
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Call toll free:
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American Studies Provides Broad Education
by Doc Dougherty
It is rare that a field of study
provides intellectual stimulation,
compelling human interest, and
practical value. The American Studies
Department, however, offers all of
these things. American Studies, the
newest major at Fairfield, is a thirty
credit interdisciplinary major which
allows the student to study all of the
facets of the American experience:
history, literature, political science,
philosophy, and sociology, and thus
provides him with a broad overview.
Dr. Leo F. O'Connor, Associate
Professor of English and Chairman of
the American Studies Department,
began teaching American Studies
courses in the Graduate School level
in 1966. When the Crad School
enrollments in American Studies
started to decline, the feasibility of
creating an undergraduate major in
American Studies became more
apparent to Dr. O'Connor, and the
major was created this past fall.

the ability to perform extraordinarily
well in normal courses." American
Studies, whcih exposes the student to
themes, concepts, and values, trancends the viewpoint of the single
discipline, which can be narrow.
Dr. O'Connor recently applied for a
National Grant from the National

Endowment for the Humanities. If the
department receives the Grant it
would be used to improve the
department. Further, Dr. O'Connor is
planning an American Studies Lecture
Series for next year, as well as an
American Studies Association, to be
part of a National Society. With the

department becoming increasingly
well -known, American Studies will be
enrolling increasingly more students.
As Dr. O'Connor said, 'The American
Studies Department offers the serious
student a chance to get a superior and
extraordinary
undergraduate
education."

Mountairieertog #2.

SELECTING THE
PROPER CZAR
The Busclf label is where it
all begins. Note
the snowy,
scraggy peaks
affixed
thereto.
They
are
^the
mountains.

Dr. Leo F. O'Connor [photo by John
Piscopa]
One of the advantages of American
Studies is its breadth and the number
of faculty members from which
students in the major may take
courses "Because the courses can be
taken from the five aforementioned
disciplines, and because they are
American-oriented, the student can
pick from over thirty teachers." 'The
advantage of American Studies", said
Dr. OConnor, "is that you don't get
locked into courses you don't want to
take. American Studies, with over
thirty professors, is the largest
department in the humanities."
On the practical level, Dr. O'Connor
pointed out that "Whatever the
student ends up doing (upon
graduation), whether it is in business,
law, teaching, or graduate school, it is
still necessary and beneficial to understand the dynamics of the
American society." When asked what
type of eareers American Studies
would be prepared for, the professor
said, "The Masters in Business Administration, law school, teaching,
business, or graduate school. Dr.
OConnor's opinion is that "There is an
illusion afoot that the 'soft' business
major (e.g. marketing, promotions,
finance) is better qualified to step
into the business world. There is no
evidence to support this in terms of
who is running the corporations in
America. As a matter of fact, I have
letters on file from the directors of the
MBA programs at Cornell University
and NYU requesting more undergraduates in the humanities. "Dr.
OConnor, who has taught in an MBA
program and also in a program with
bank executives, seems convinced of
the value of the broad-based major.
The professor pointed out that while
American Studies is extremely popular
at other schools, "We don't it to be a
'numbers' major. It is a major for
everyone. It requires a student with

At 3:30-5:00 on Tuesday April 25 in
the Faculty Dining Room there will be
a reception held for all those interested in the American Studies
major. Dr. O'Connor and other
professors shall be in attendance, and
refreshments shall be served. All those
interested in the major should attend.

bii are tiie moiih
taineer. And this is
an ad The subject of
which is selecting the
proper gear for
mountaineering.
(It ah fits together so nicely,
doesn't it?)
First and
foremost, you'll
need to pop the
mountain top. For
this task, faithful mountaineers use a church
key Secular mountaineers use a bottle
opener. Don't be confused by these antics
with semantics. Just
remember, the opener is
your primary tool. Be
true to it and it will be
true to you.
Second choose a
glass. Here the options
become immense.
German steins, handblown pilseners,
old jelly jars,
that cute
little

(Church key used by
faithful mountaineers.)

rc^'-1"

Mr. Boffo mug you've
had since third grade

Comfort is crucial. If you
mountaineer in
public, pick
a padded
bar stool,
preferably
one that
spins
(to facilitate admiring the
scenery). At
home, a comfortable chair or sofa will
do. Rule of thumb: if it
feels good, and the police
don't seem to mind do it.
Then turn on the
tube or spin a tune or
crack a good book. The
choice is strictly
between you and the
dominant hemisphere
ofyour brain. Of course,
some mountaineers
say the smooth, refreshing taste of Busch
is entertainment enough
thank goodness
Syfchey do, because
' it's an excellent
' conclusion
(Comfort is crucial)

Be adventurous.
Experiment. Most
mountaineers have a
personal preference. You'll
develop one too.
Food is next. Proper
mountaineering, not
to mention proper nutrition, requires a smorgasbord selection of snacks.
Some mountaineers
have suffered from a
potato chip deficiency,
a pretzel imbalance or
other serious dietary defects. Plan ahead

Dorit just reach for a beer.

BUSCH
Anheuser-Busch, tnc

St Lours Mo

Head for the mountains.
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Counseling Center Advises Seniors
by John Caulfield

bridled enthusiasm. 'The job is a
Spring. It's a special time of year.
challenge," she said, "and I love it. I'm
We can all sense the growth both working with a student population; a
around and within us. You can smell it,
unique set of individuals and values."
see it on the trees, feel it in your limbs
values."
as you walk to class. And perhaps
Apart from such things as tests, she
more importantly, you can sense it in
explained, there are other ways to
ways that others cannot.
discover career fields. (Again it was
For seniors especially, now is a time
stressed that the following should be
of growth. A dawning, and an ending.
done early in the sophomore and
But have you prepared yourself for it?
junior years.)
There is a creature out there, in
"What we try to do initially is talk
what some refer to as "the real world,"
out confusions, misconceptions. Then
which will consume a large part of the
it becomes essential to identify
rest of your life. Typically it is called a
strengths and weaknesses," she noted.
job. And there IS a place on campus to
From there, according to Father, ifs a
help you find one that could make
matter of a period of "over time
your years away from the university as
matching the students' needs and
memorable as those spent here.
qualities to the world of work."
Father O'Neil runs the Counseling
That involves the extensive use of
Center on the first floor in Loyola Hall.
what Ms. Taylor referred to as
It's a medium size office, equipped
"resources" to secure job leads. The
with a relatively small staff. But they
Counseling Center is rich in them. In
can provide you with a big service.
fact, the first thing that meets your eye
"Anyone who has any personal
as you enter the reception area is a
problems is more than welcome to
wall of magazines, fliers, pamphlets
come in and see us," says Father. "And
and corporate yearly reports and
of course we offer guidance for the job
information regarding potential
seeking student."
careers. Then, of course, there are onIncluded in the latter are a wealth of
campus interviews for seniors.
things. "We do offer psychological
Judging from a small cell of student
tests, which are administered by staff
opinion, the interviews are a bone of
psychologists, Dr. Carol Lucas and Dr.
contention. At issue is the matter of
James Phillips. "But," cautions Father,
the liberal arts education itself. Some
"they are primarily interest tests. They
interviewers come to campus seeking
are only a tool ... which can provide
specific skills. They want accountants,
insights to general areas within which
engineers or people with computer
a student might be happy working.
science experience. And some liberal
"I would strongly urge that they be
arts students feel estranged; frustrated
taken by sophomores and juniors," he
over time and money spent with no
continued. "By senior year it is often
"marketable" skills to show for it.
difficult when a student comes to us
But Father O'Neil feels that attitude
with no idea what it is he wants."
is self-defeating and can only worsen
Ms. Evelyn Taylor, the young,
matters before they start. He agrees
spirited assistant to Father O'Neil,
with a recent statement by University
concurred with his remarks. She has
President Rev. Thomas R. Fitzgerald,
been working in the office for a year
S.J., in an article which appeared in
and it's not hard to detect her unFairfield Now, entitled "What's so

great about a liberal arts education."
In that article Father Fitzgerald
suggested that what is taught here is
"the ability to learn." Father O'Neil
calls it the ability to "adapt." And he
contends it is what most recruiters
seek. "Recruiters are not all looking
for an individual to carry out specific
tasks; they are seeking management
potential."
Opinions of just how a liberal arts
education
contributes
to
"management potential" are both
numerous and diverse. For Father and
Ms. Taylor it seems that the broad
spectrum of experience one. gleans
from the various disciplines, including
business, is most helpful.
"I feel management requires a 'wellrounded' person," Father said. "If
someone is understanding of human
nature, society and economics, he will
deal more effectively with his employees. He will be a happier person
and better to work for."
The
classic
education
for
management potential, according to
Father, is "the liberal arts background
with an M.B.A." But he feels someone
with a BA. can create a "ticket" for
themself by beefing up their
credentials with courses in accounting, economics or computer
science.
He also notes that business majors
seem to have an advantage, both in
terms of knowing what it is they want
and having the course knowledge to
support that vision. He cautions
however, against a student changing
in his last year from "the English or
Psych major, which he or she loves, to
business simply because they feel they
won't get a job."
He feels that the jobs are there for
those in other majors, and that in the
event "a company is willing to train
someone, a liberal arts major mav well

do better than someone specifically
educated by a business vocational
school."
Ms. Taylor agrees with Father's
concept of a person needing a "wellrounded" base. She adds, "the liberal
arts graduates are more apt to possess
important intangible qualities: they
should be articulate, personally
flexible,
self-disciplined
and
motivated. They've had courses in
speech, as well as others which
develop their wririting and communicating skills in general. That's
important."
Moreover, both Father and Ms.
Taylor agree that given the trends of
people moving to diverse positions
within the parameters of a corporation, and perhaps even changing
careers entirely, "the liberal arts
people should be better prepared to
meet those changes."
Specifically, the places which most
often recruit students with liberal arts
backgrounds are banks, insurance
firms and companies seeking to fill
entry level sales positions. The first
two, according to Father O'Neil, offer
training programs for potential
management personnel. The latter,
says Ms. Taylor, carries with it a gross
misconception. The sales position
with most corporations, apparently, is
not the classic case of the man going
door-to-door selling vacuum cleaners.
Rather, adds Ms. Taylor, "it is a
stepping stone and not a limiting
field."
Father ONeil feels that although
the employment situation has improved, entry level positions are not as
numerous as before the recession. He
cites these reasons: "It all depends on
supply and demand. During the
recession corporations found out they
could get along with fewer people.
And now they have failed to re-create

those jobs. Also there are fewer
training programs."
(As an aside but not an unimportant
one, the Counseling Center does NOT
offer academic guidance. That service
is provided by academic advisors. It
also applies to graduate schools.
Father suggests going to the heads of
the department in which you wish to
pursue your education — English
majors would go to the Chairman of
the English Department, etc.)
For the not too distant future the
forecast varies. "About every ten years
a career field closes up," Ms. Taylor
said. "You can see it now in law,_
journalism and education."
Father O'Neil thinks the next two
will be accounting and then computer
science. "In 1971 .we awarded 63
degrees in accounting, in '77 the
number was up to 248. The market has
simply got to become flooded if that
trend continues."
And if you care to look that far into
the future you can expect what Ms.
Taylor calls the "median-age bulge."
Yes it may mean that one day you will
stop exercising and not be able to see
over your stomach to your shoes. But
the phrase also applies to the work
force as a while. "In the future",
according to Ms. Taylor, "the students
of the 195Cs baby boom will constitute a vast majority of the working
population. And people will be staying
in their jobs longer."
-For us that means competition will
be, as the saying dgoes, "intense!" But
for the moment it is the first confrontation with that creature out there
which is the pressing issue. You can
subdue it, take it by the horns and ride
high in the saddle, or be on the other
end of the leash.
All the members of the Counseling
Center staff are well qualified. Take
advantage. You earned it. Like the
plaque on Father's wall says, "Don"t
wait for your ship to come in, go out
and get it."

HELP WANTED
— DRIVERS —
35 wanted at once to sell HOOD ice cream.
Take a bite of the good life, work outdoors

• • I

this summer and pay for your college tuition.

asked!

Routes available in your area.
No experience Needed. Male or Female.

He was in his twenties.
So was she.
Both were Catholic, unmarried,
prayerful, creative.
Both cared about people
and cared for them.

Blue Sky Bar Ice Cream
105 AAeqdow St. (at exit 23 of 1-95)
Fairfield, CT
366-2641

How come he never thought
of the priesthood?
How come she never thought
of being a nun?

<&£>

"No one ever asked me"
they said.
Is this your story?
No one ever asked you?
Well, we're asking.

CARLSON
MUSIC M.
We have a wide range of moderatelypriced guitars

— Mail Coupon Today!

• Lessons on strings and drums
• Large variety of instruments and
accessories at reasonable prices

2-11

Please send information on:

"Z-\

D Diocesan Priests
D Religious Priests
□ Brothers
□ Nuns
D Lay Ministries
Name
Address

Starvin' Carlson — We Need Your Money!"
3782 Main St., Bridgeport
Take Conn. Tpke. East to Exit 27A. Go North to LindJy St.
Exit. Take Lindly West to Main.
Ph. 374-2321. Open 6-9 p.m. Go North to CARLSON'S MUSIC
10:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday
t

City

State

ZIP

VOCATIONS COMMITTEE/SUPREME COUNCIL

KIHGHTS OF COLUmBUS
New Haven, CT 06507

A face only a mother could
See Gary Gentile and his supporting
cast in the encore performance of
'Don't Drink The Water" at 7:30 and
10:30 on Saturday, April 22 in Gonzaga Auditorium.
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Keefe Cato And Joe Cizynski:

Stag Sophs Spell Doom For Opposition
by Stephen Motta
Call them fast. Call them blazing.
Call them overpowering. But when
you speak of the Stags' supersophomores Keefe Cato and Joe^

'They're unbelievable, and the great year with his control, and has atthing is that they're both willing to tributed it to "going over the
work hard to be the best that they can mechanics over and over. I knew that
possibly be," relates Coach C. Donald I'd get my control — it was just a
Cook, as he beams about his very matter of time." Cook adds, "He's a
talented second-year men. Cook sees stronger pitcher by not walking many
this duo as one of the best 1-2 punches men. I told him that if he keeps his
in the East, and when reminded that strikeout-to-walk ratio at 2-1 he'd be
they'll both be back next year, he doing all right." So far this year,
explained, "With them next year, we're Cizynski (41 K's, 20 Walks) has been
gonna be extra tough."
doing "all right."
Joe Cizynski, a 6'3", 200 pound lefthander, is a power pitcher. He relies
solely on his fastball, and throws only
an "occasional" ("one out of about
300 pitches," says Joe) curve. He has
been clocked at 93.5 MPH this past
Spring, and now that he seems to be
mastering his control, opposing
batters can only feel faint when they
see the name Cizynski' penci lied in on
the starting lineup card.

Keefe Cato
Cizynski, don't forget to call them
effective. In 76 innings pitched this
year, this crafty duo has allowed a
scant 11 earned runs, while striking
out 61 in that span.

"He's a matured pitcher, and knows
that he doesn't have to overthrow to
get the batters out," said Coach Cook.
Cizynski's smooth delivery seems to
complement that well — steady and
easy. It doesn't seem like Joe can
muster the speed he gets, on his
fastball from the delivery alone, but
that's also what the batters mumble to
themselves as they take the long hike
back to the dugout after one of Joe's
patented strikeouts.
Joe has had tremendous success this

Keefe Cato stands a bit taller than
Joe (6'1", 185 pounds), and also
considers the fastball his "bread and
butter" pitch, but Keefe can come in
with his curve more often than can Joe
when the conditions arise. "I worked
on my curve during the spring, so now
I have more confidence in it," said
Cato, and his coach noted that "Now
he's throwing a change off the curve,
and he's pretty good at it. He changes
speeds well, and has learned to master
his curve."
Cook feels that Keefe's biggest
improvement over last year is, "He has
learned how to be an aggressive
pitcher, so batters can't dig in against
him like they used to — they have to
be aware of the occasional brush-back
pitch." Cato has two of his wins this
season in weather that was far from
satisfactory, but he feels that, "Cold
weather makes it harder to loosen up,
but then again you don't tire as easily

as in warmer weather, so it doesn't
make much difference how it is out
when I pitch."
Keefe seems to be most in control
when the toughest situations arise.
Twice he has faced U Maine, the #1
rated team in New England, and twice
he has come away with a shutout, the
latter time being a no-hitter (last
Saturday at Ludlowe Field). Said Cook,
"Maine made him press a bit more this
year, because they wanted to avenge
last year's defeat." But Keefe came out
on top, and opened the eyes of many
area coaches and sportswriters with
the performance.
Both Cato and Cizynski have thrown
no-hitters since being at Fairfield. Joe's
was the Stags' first ever, his being a 10strikeout masterpiece last year with
Columbia the victims. Many more nohit possibilities will arise before the
two call it quits, but both men are just
interested in getting the big w
scratched next to their name when the
game is over.
Although Keefe and Joe are only
Sophomores, many local fans feel that
scouts are just waiting for the duo to
turn 21 so that they can be lured to the
pros. But at least for now, the Sophs
aren't concerned about the draft; they
just want to pitch. Says Joe, "I'm just
concentrating on my pitching — if it
happens, it happens."
Keefe Cato — a control artist with a

wicked fastball, and Joe Cizynski — a
smooth winding flame-thrower,
complement each other well. The two
have at least one more year to pitch
here at Fairfield, and with that
knowledge, men like Barnes,

Joe Cizynski
Beaudoin,and Tutuny can rest assured
that when numbers 13 (Cato) and 28
(Joe) take the mound, fielding gets a
little easier for them. Because when
Cato and Cizynski are the hurlers, not
too many balls reach the outfield.

Netmen Start Slow: Now At 1-3
by Paul LaViolette
One win, three losses. Hardly impressive! While the tennis team has
struggled to this record, they have
succeeded in fooling sports fans about
their capabilities. As the record clearly
indicates, they are not that strong,
with issues tothe likes of Hartford and
Connecticut College. But if you
believe this then you are certainly no
authority on the sport.
The first setback, to lona, was
perfectly excusable. The netmen from
New Rochelle were highly recruited,
heavily funded, and most importantly,
better players. Fairfield showed their
ability with Jim O'Hara winning the
top singles match. "Doc" Grassi,
coach of the Stags, felt that "We
played well, even though the score (72) was one-sided. All of the play was
close and we could have easily come
out better. Jim (O'Hara) played super;
he had the edge all the way through
the match." The only other Fairfield
victory was by Ed Poirot at the number
six position who like O'Hara, showed
that the Stags could play tennis after

all.
Next in the schedule was a young
Southern Connecticut team, unknown
for its prowess, yet rumors had spread
of their improvement. The two teams
hadn^t met for two years and any
surprise was possible. Strong they
were, but the Stags came out with a 54 victory. Four singles matches were
decided by a third set; three went the
wrong way. Only freshman Greg
Magner won his in three, while Ed
Poirot and Jeff Macnamara took easy
victories.
As the match entered the doubles it
was locked at three wins apiece. Twothirds of the way through the doubles
it was still even, now at four apiece.
Only the team of O'Hara and Magner
remained, and their score was six-all in
the third. No more dramatic a setting

rI

could occur as the entire match would
be decided by a nine point, suddendeath tie-breaker.
Unlike the singles matches where
things simply wouldn't fall for the
Stags, the tie-breaker was won
decisively and Fairfield breathed a
firm sign of relief. Their record was-not
at 1-1,yet they still hadn't jelled into a
confident and mentally strong team.
The team's next opponent, U.
Hartford, is always difficult to beat,
yet they too never seefti to have an
overflow of ability, they simply play
tough and long, wearing you down.
And wearily the Stags appeared,
dropping the top four singles matches,
seeing Brian Buesse ("the best he's
played") and Jeff Macnamara trying to
keep the match alive.
Tom Colder and Brian Buesse kept
the team alive briefly, with the
demolition of their doubles opponents, but the first and third teams
lost, leading Fairfield to its second loss
in three outings.
Enter now a strong Connecticut
College team, following along the
lines that the better the academics,
the better the tennis (Yale, Harvard,
Wesleyan, etc. always being New
Captain Tom Colder hits blistering serve in singles play against U.
England Powerhouses). To the great
disappointment of the team, number Bridgeport. [Photo by Al Graziano]
one player O'Hara would not play on
this day, necessitating a complete shift |
of positions, leaving every one in an
unfamiliar and disadvantageous
situation. This unfavorable position
proved insurmountable as the Stags i
again lost, leaving their record at one )
win, three losses, and a lot of question
Our Specialty
marks in the future.
The record doesn't indicate either I
the present ability or the futurel
direction of the Stags.Grassi feels that'
positions one and two are pivotal;
with them as victories the team is'
1191 Post Road • Fairfield
destined to win. Many variables enter,!
few are controllable, yet all thingsl

FAIRFIELD PRINTING CENTER

—RESUMES—

FREE use of our IBM Selectric to
Type Your Resume •
259-6888

Fairfield Wine and
fit
liquor
This Week's
Specials

ruuZ£23

Seagram's 7 (25.4 oz.)
only 5.39 reg. 5.75
Flsishmann's Gin (25.4oz.
only 4.49 reg. 4.79
Blue Chapel Liebframilch
50 oz. 3.99

This Week's
Specials

FREE DELIVERY Thurs., Fri. & Sat., 3-7 p.m.
Call Before 7:00

259-9537

KEGS AVAILABLE—ORDER EARLY
1431 Post Road—Fairfield

California Yosemite
Road Wine gal. 4.29
Schmidt's Beer
24 -12 oz. bottles 5.64
Stop in and check
other specials.
Prices do not include tax

J

considered, the netmen should change
course and begin mounting some
victories.
With some confidence under their
belts and some zing on their overheads, those future close losses should
turn up in the "W" column.

Golfers
Start
Fast
by Tim Buckley
The Fairfield University golf team
has been quietly building up for
themselves the finest record of any of
the spring sports teams, and are off to
the finest start in the school's history
of golf.
Coach Tony Costa's club is off and
running with a 7-1 mark, and yesterday
traveled to the impressive Wing Foot
Country Club for a duel match with
Manhattan College. The golfers
started the season with wins over New
Haven and Pace at the Yale Golf
Course, then split a decision with
Sacred Heart and Fordham for their
lone defeat to this point. After that
match, the Stag linksmen came back
with a win over nearby Sacred Heart
and Bridgeport, copping the unofficial
area title. With equal ease, they put
away Western Connecticut and
University of Hartford before their
match with Manhattan.
Bruno DiBiasi has been a consistent
help to-the Stag team all season long,
and that is no real surprise. DiBiasi
came on strong at the end of the fall
season, and since he's just a freshman,
anything which he brings to the team
will please Costa.
Co-Captains Steve Braga and Steve
Halsch also have been playing very
solid golf for the club. Both have been
among the top finishers in all the
matches to date. Tom Cuarcello is the
third senior on this team and his
experience on this club is a definite
plus for the year.
Two more Freshman round out the
steady players on the club. John
Doheny and Jeff Koltina have both
been playing well ever since the
team's trip to South Carolina over the
spring break. Both will be valuable
contributors if the Stag golf team is to
continue its winning ways both this
season and in the years to come.
Upcoming for the Fairfield team are
the New England Championships April
24-25, and a duel meet with St. John's
on the 28th. From that point on, it's all
tournaments, with the Connecticut
Invitational May 1 atCliffsideC.C. and
the New England Division I Championships at the Yale Golf Course on
May 9.
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Laxmen Edge Hartford 9-8
Sports at Fairfield University don't end at the ball field, rink or court, like
many people think. This idea was brought out in full force this past week-end as
the sport of Dogwood centered itself upon the Fairfield campus.
Many of the guys around the school were talking it up last week in anticipation of their "season opener". Many of the Fairfield athletes were thinking
up various ceremonies to help start opening day, while others were still wondering Thursday if they could come up with a team for the week-end. Another
common problem which seemed to be popping up was the use of the home field
when two teams were playing. Many were the occasions when both roommates
were going to the dance and all, and something had to be resolved as to who got
the home held advantage, and on which nights. This process is much similar to
the fight which goes on when the roommates want to schedule the same team
for the same week-end series.
It would not have been unusual for one to hear sometime last week, "So
how's the start of the season look?"
"Well, I think I'll have the home field tonight, but my roommate has it for
Saturday, and hopefully I'll be back home for the finale of the three game weekend."
"Yeah, I had the field last season (Homecoming), so it looks like I have a
three game road trip to start the season. But boy am I anxious to get going. Hell, I
didn't even have any spring training."
Much like real baseball, there are scouting reports and the likes going around
a floor or the beach on the incoming opposition, especially on the home-townhoney types or other teams brought in from different schools. The idea here is to
find out if your friend is going to get shut-out, go extra innings, score a lot of runs,
or God forbid, get no-hitted. Then of course there are those guys who have been
in training for most all of the spring season, and they make a complete three
game sweep of their series, no matter if they are home or have to go to her field.
Just like the A's, Orioles, and Reds in the early and mid-70/s, there are those
players who just love to play, and win, and those are the kind of guys who kept
talking about playing day-night double-headers, twi-nighters and four game
series. These are the same guys who are experienced vets and know how costly
an error can be, so therefore keep them to a minimum.
I'm sure there were those cases this past [Dogwood week-end when someone
in the game thought that there was a call made, and an argument ensued. These
things happen, but I certainly hope that no one was booted early from the game.
In any event, the opening game jitters should be over for the majority of
the clubs, now it's time to settle down and play out the rest of the season before
the summer break. .
Many of the spring sports teams took to the field this past week-end,
with the baseball team doing exceptionally well, knocking off three highly
regarded clubs in lona, B.C. and Buffalo. I caught the B.C. game, and I have to
add that it was one of the most enjoyable college baseball games I have ever
seen. This club has hitting, pitching, depth and speed, and that makes for exceptionally exciting games. The heckling which goes on against the other team
probably outdoes basketball, since you are right upon the field, and it gives the
fans a chance not only to get to know the game better, but a chance to release
I some frustrations by cheering for Fairfield and letting the opposition know that
you're there.

Beachnuts Cop Grid Title
by Sherwin Collins
After having to give way to the
biggest girl of all, Mother Nature, for
almost a year the girls championship
game was finally played, last Thursday.
The Beachnuts played the Extranjeras and two more evenly
matched teams could not be found, as
was proven by the fact that neither
team could score for the first threequarters of the game.
The Beechnuts under the leadership
of Marie Dunn at QB could not get
going against the Extranjeras defense
until the second half. Dunn proceded
to get the Beachnuts rolling with the
great play of K) Lazear. Lazear, who
should be the most valuable player,
got three first downs to get their team
within 30 yards of the goal line. Then
Ellen Drury closed the Beachnuts
hopes of an early score with a 15 yard
sack of Dunn. It appeared the Extranjeras would get out of their bad
field position with 3 catches for 20
yards by Patty Armstrong from Mary
Orme. But an interception by Lazear
dashed any hopes of survival for the
Extranjeras.
Ormes' 3 first downs on the ground
went to waste as the Beachnuts
headed for a score. Even though the
Extranjeras held the Beachnuts to no

COINS

BOUGHT AND SOLD

VILLAGE COIN
1560 POST RD., FAIRFIELD • 255-4920

FAIRFIELD
TRADING
POST, INC.
Supermarket
for Marina ft
Camping
Supplies
"Your Boat Equipment
Discount Center"

PAINTS-HARDWARE
LIFE JACKETS

259-3498

1580 Post Rd. Fairfield
Exit 21 Tpke. — Open Frl. Nite

arial completions with an interception
by Patty Curan, the ground game of
the Beachnuts was unstoppable.
Moving down the field into scoring
position the fantastic Beachnut line of
Marge Logel, Barb O'Brien, Hannah
Sexton, Eileen OShaughnessey and
Tara Newcombe began to play like the
pros. After a reverse for a five yard
gain and another 3 yard gain, the
sweep, which was working, came
around the left side and there was no
way it could not have scored. Lazear

by Danny Keegan
After losing the first two games of
the season in a close, but disappointing manner, the Lacrosse club
broke into the win column on
Monday, April 10, as they defeated the
University of Hartford 9-8. The one
goal margin tends to make the game
appear closer than it actually was.
Hartford stirred up a goal-scoring
streak during the final moments of the
contest which was directly connected
with the fact that Fairfield coach Don
Nazzaro was attempting to permit
some of the inexperienced players on
the team to get some playing time.
Hartford managed to tally first in
the first quarter which was surprising,
but after that they posed no real
threat. Immediately following Hartford's score, freshman Brian Hull fired
in the first goal for Fairfield. (This is an
interesting fact as in each of the four
games played as of this date, Brian has
scored the first goal in all of them.)
With the game even at 1-1,
sophomore Gary Camus rifled in
Fairfield's second goal to put the team
ahead'for good. To augment the lead
some of the more established figures
on the team began to play up to their
normal capabilities and scored several
goals.
Peter Murphy, who last year was the
leading scorer for the team and this
year has been hampered by a shoulder
injury suffered in the game against
Connecticut, began to display that he
is warming up again as he scored the
third goal of the game for Fairfield.
Senior midfielder John Manion
scored two goals against Hartford.
Both of these goals were solid shots
which caught the upper corners of the
goal before the goalie had much time
to react accordingly.
At.the half, the score was 5-2 and it
appeared that the game was headed in
the direction of being a rout. In the
second half Fairfield added four more
goals on scores by Mike Dylag who
had two, Brian Hull and the last goal
which assured a victory was by attack
man Teddy O'Connor.
With the game being one-sided,
Coach Nazzaro decided to permit
some of the other players on the team,
who do not see much action, to get
into the contest and learn first hand.
As the fourth quarter progressed,
Hartford kept nibbling away at the

ran 7 yards for the touchdown with 30
seconds to go mkaing the score 6-0,
Beachnuts. With a great game by her
and her teamates Lazear ran for the 2
extra points making the final score 8-0.
A good sportspersonship award should
goto both teams as they played in the
true spirit of intramurals.

"Some people think Army Nursing is the rifle range
and pulling K.P. It's really amazing how little
they know."
—Lieutenant Mary Ann Hepner

"Though I'm an Army Nurse, I can also pursue outside
interests like dress-designing and sailing.
"One of the pluses of Army Nursing is the nature of
the nurse/patient relationship. I don't treat patients like
numbers. I follow their progress. I visit them after the
acute part of their illness is over. They are so appreciative.
It's really part of a nurse's job to help the patient through
an illness.
"To me, it's an important job . . . My family is very
proud of me. I'm the first person in the family to join the
military.
"The Army is a place of self-discovery. It's a total
learning experience."
If you'd like to join Mary Ann Hepner in the Army
Nurse Corps, here are a few facts you should know. Army
Nursing is open to both men and women, under the age
33, with BSN degrees. Every Army Nurse is a commissioned officer.
You are not required to go through the Army's
standard basic training: instead you attend a basic orientation course. Your initial tour is three years—just enough
to try the job on for size.
For more information about opportunities for Registered Nurses in the Army Nurse Corps, you may write:
Army Nurse Opportunities, Northeast Region, U.S. Army
Recruiting Command, Fort George G. Meade, MD 20755.
Or, you may telephone the nearest Army Nurse
Opportunities office. Call collect to . ..
In Boston: 617-542-6000, Ext. 122
In New York: 212-986-7613
In Pittsburgh: 412-644-5881
In Philadelphia: 215-597-9588
In Baltimore-Washington, D.C.: 301-677-5001
Ask for information about . . .

The Army Nurse Corps

Fairfield lead to the point where they
were within two goals with 1:30
remaining in the contest.
The unforeseeable occurred after
the seventh goal by Hartford. There
was a broken play and the ball rolled
slowly down the field toward Teddy
Delaney in goal. A Hartford attackman
was in the right place at the right time
as the ball came straight to him. He
simply gave Teddy a fake and tossed
the ball into the net to bring Hartford
within one at 9-8.
All of the regular starters who were
standing on the sidelines watching this
take place pleaded with Nazzaro to let
them back in to prevent any further
scores by Hartford. Nazzaro steadfastly refused. He supported his
position by indicating that the
inexperienced players had to learn
how to play in a pressure situation.
The fourth and fifth lines nearly
cracked under this pressure, but
struggled to the end to preserve a 9-8
victory for Fairfield.
A classic grudge match took place
on Saturday, April 15th, when Fairfield
played Southern Connecticut State
College. This game is defined as such
due to the fact that Coach Nazzaro
played with the Southern Lacrosse
team for four years. He wanted to win
for personal satisfaction, and Southern
wanted the victory as they knew they
would never hear the end of it if they
lost.
Southern came to Fairfield ready to
play lacrosse, but it appeared that
Fairfield did just a bit too much joking
in practice during the week prior to
this game as they were completely flat
in the first half. Southern held the
team scoreless in the first quarter and
this turned out to be the determining
factor at the end of the game.
Little can be said of the first quarter
for Fairfield as nothing worthy of
mentioning took place. Southern
continued to play immaculate
lacrosse and appeared as if they were
going to run up quite a score against
us.

Finally, in the second period, Brian
Hull once again scored the first goal
for Fairfield. And, with less than five
seconds remaining in the first half,
Peter Murphy managed to slip one by
the Southern goalie. This left the halftime score at 7-2 in favor of Southern.
After two minutes into the third
period the momentum shifted. The
Fairfield starters, in particular
defenseman Mark Furbng, seemed to
be quite irritated with being pushed
around. Mark began to scramble all
over the defensive zone and came up
with the ball in several key instances.
With the intensity of play increasing, Fairfield once again began to
play the type of lacrosse it is capable
of playing. The hitting was furious,
and more importantly the team
shelled the Southern goalie with shots.
Between the three-minute mark and
the five-minute mark of the third
quarter, Fairfield scored three quick
goals. Finally they began to at least
make it a game instead of Southern
commanding the entire contest.
In the third quarter, two powerful
goals were scored by Peter Murphy,
one by John Manion, Tom Rice and
Teddy O'Connor.
The fourth quarter was an even
match as far as play is concerned.
Both teams knew what was at stake
and played to their fullest potential.
However, Southern outscored Fairfield
3-2 in the fourth quarter to take the
victory 12-9. The final two scores for
Fairfield came from freshman Marty
McLaughlin and junior Paul Rowan.
This defeat was not unlike the two
previous losses as the team can not
seem to put two consistent halves of
good lacrosse together. With the
standing presently at 1-3 for the team,
and a very rigorous schedule
remaining for the rest of the season, it
is going to be difficult for them to
accomplish this goal. Nevertheless, it
is something only the players
themselves have control of; and if
they do not attempt to correct it, it
never will be changed.

The Puffin £are
for youths.
One of the first things
young Puffins leam to do
is fly Icelandic.
Beginning April 1,
1978, Icelandic will
fly any youth (Puffin
or person) from 12
thru 23 years old
roundtrip from New
York to Luxembourg
for just $400. $430
from Chicago. Return tickets are
good for a full
year. Fares are
subject to
change.
Book
anytime.

But there's more to
Icelandic than just
low fares.
You'll get a
great dinner and
excellent service
on your trip. And
Icelandic will
set you down
right in the middle of the European Continent,
where you'll be
just hours away by
train from Europe's
* most famous
landmarks.
So take a travel
tip from Iceland's
favorite bird.
Leam to fly Icelandic.
See your travel
agent. Or write
DepL #C352,
Icelandic Airlines,
P.O. Box 105,
West Hempstead,
N.Y. 11552. Call
800-555-1212 for
toll-free number
in your area.

Roundtrip 14-45 day APEX fare from N.Y.*

$400
Icelandic to Europe
bu,th Fare. Good thi
Ron nil trip Youth
thru age 23.

*$295 from Chicago. Tickets must be reserved 45 days prior to departure and
paid for within 8 days of reservation. Add $15^ach way for travel on weekends.
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Stag Record Soars To 10-6
by Steve Motta
joe Cizynski allowed "only six hits,
and Fairfield pounded out nine as the
Stags baseball nine increased their
winning streak to five with a 60 whitewashing of Central Conn. State
College on Tuesday. The win gives the
Stags a 106 mark with fifteen games
remaining on the schedule. It was the
first shutout of the year for Cizynski,
as he upped his record to 3-1 while
lowering his ERA to a stunning 0.95.
Joe walked only three while striking
out eight batters in the contest.
Fairfield wasted no time in getting
on the board, as they tallied in the top
of the first when Bill Barnes raced to
second on a Central miscue, then
scored on Cedric Warner's RBI single
to right. Cizynski held Central in check
as he threw only nine pitches in the
first inning, striking out two of the first
three batters. Joe looked as strong as
he ever has in the .game, and his
control was with him throughout the
contest.
Fairfield scored again in the fifth,
this time on back-to-back doubles by
catcher Danny Kearns and Bill Barnes.
Barnes has been in the scoring column
much of the year for the Stags, and his
coach feels that, "Barnes is playing
fantastic; he's a great leader, too." His
16 for 19 in stolen bases ranks him
with the leaders throughout the nation
in that category.
Paul DeVito raced around the bases
via a trio of errors in the seventh to
give the Stags a 30 lead, and the
diamondmen added three more in the
ninth as Brendan Vane doubled to
lead off the frame, then Bill Wilson's
sharp single to right put runners at the
corners for Steve Tutuny. Steve
promptly drove Vane in on a line shot
to left, and Wilson scored on a
throwing error.
Tutuny scored the final run of the
afternoon on an RBI single by Paul
DeVito. Steve 'Toots" has been a key
factor in Fairfield's success this year,
as his 13 RBI's can attest to that. Said
Coach Cook, "Steve is in the top 10 in
the ECAC in hitting; he's really helped
us get the runs across." He's been
playing a tough left-field as well, and
his consistent play has made it even
harder for speedster Tom Neville to
crack the starting lineup. Neville has
been bothered by eye-trouble, but has
just received new glasses, and it's only
a matter of time before Tommy will
once again be on the basepaths.
Speaking of consistent performers,
third baseman Brendan Vane has been
on a tear recently, with seven hits in
his last 19 at bat (.368 clip), and three

Suspended Animation
It looks as though Mike Beaudoin's first pitch is suspended in mid-air but
lona's batsmen had trouble seeing it all day. "Beau" cruised to a 14-4 win on
Friday, [photo by Mark Hudak]
of those have been for extra bases. The stroked a single to right, good for two
reason? "I've moved up in the box, RBI's.
Bill Barnes led off the ninth with a
because before I was getting hurt on
the curve," says Vane. The hard-hitting long homerun to left, and his four
Junior added,"I'm swinging at the first stolen bases in the contest tied an allpitch more now, and that's helped me I time school mark. Barnes scored four
because the first one is usually in there time, Brendan Vane andBob Johanson
a strike)." Cook notes that, "He's a fine poked three hits each, and Dan
Kearns, Ced Warner and Sean Brophy
fielder; and really pulls the infield
had two apiece.
together."
Saturday was probably the biggest
Last Friday, Mike Beaudoin was
helped by a 16-hit attack as the Stags win of the year for Fairfield, as Keefe
Cato and Joe Cizynski combined for a
rolled over lona, 14-4. "Beau" walked
six and struck out five while going the five-hitter in beating Boston College,
8-5. Cato was credited with the win, as
distance for coach Cook.
he struck out four in his five innings of
The Stags' big inning was the
work. Cizynski had to be relieved by
seventh, as they tallied five runs.
Cato in the fifth, as he walked four
Brendan Vane's double started off the
straight batters in that crucial frame.
rally, and then the lona moundman
With the score 1-0 Fairfield,
got a bit wild, walking the next four
Brendan Vane led off the second with
batters. Ced Warner broke up the
a single, and scored on Danny Kearns'
monotony and the ballgame as he

triple to deep right. Bill Wilson then
made the score 3-0 with a sac fly to
right.
BC tallied twice in the third, and
three times in the fifth, so the Stags
were down by two as they came to bat
in their half of the inning. Mike
Beaudoin led off the frame by singling,
and Bob Johanson came through on a
hit-and-run to put runners on the
corners. An infield error scored one
run, and Dan Kearns' single made the
score 6-5 for Fairfield, and Cato was
untouchable the rest of the way.
The Stags scored single runs in the
6th and 8th to make the final, 8-5, and
a big win for Cato. Ced Warner stole
three bases on the day, and big hitters
were Vane, Warner, Tutuny, Kearns,
and Johanson-all with two hits.
Bob Johanson has been a key man
for the Stags all year, as his .328
batting average and 11 RBI's will
prove. The Senior left-hander is
considered by Cook to be, "the best
designated hitter in New England. He
has a good attitude towards the game,
and is one of the most consistent
batters we have."
The Stags continued their winning
ways with a tough 9-7 triumph over
Buffalo. Freshman Ron Throupe
gained the win for the Stags, but
needed relief help in the seventh from
Mike Beaudoin. Beaudoin picked a
man off first to end Buffalo's threat,
and seal the win.
Fairfield opened the scoring in the
first as Bill Barnes walked, stole
second and third, and scored on a wild
throw. Ced Warner then walked, stole
second, and scored on successive flies
to right by Bob Johanson and Mike
Beaudoin. Brendan Vane then reached
on an error, and scored on a long
single by sophomore Steve Tutuny.
Mike Beaudoin then took over the
offensive attack for the Stags, as he
drove in two runs in the second on a
single to left, then drove himself in on
a long homerum (his second of the
season) to left in the 4th. Bill Wilson
drove in a run in the 4th as well, and
two more scored in the inning, making
the score 9-2 Fairfield.
In the seventh, Throupe (who came
in for starter Larry Bossidy) tired, and
Mike Beaudoin put out the fire the rest
of the way, striking out the last two
batters of the game.
Mike went 2 for 4 in the contest, and
has 3 RBI's. Ced Warner and Brendan
Vane each scored two times for the
Stags.
With a 10-6 record, Fairfield is one
of the "teams to beat" in New England,
and will be for the rest of the year.
Because of this, Cook feels that, "All
games are important from here on in.

We've got to be up for every game,
and have to beat the teams who have
a shot at the Post Season tournament,
because we must keep them behind
us." Cook also added that, "We gotta
beat those teams under us, because we
can't let them look better than us."
Fairfield plays U Mass today in
Massachusetts, then travels to Storrs
to meet U Conn in probably their
toughest matchup. Away games at
Yale and U Bridgeport on Monday and
Wednesday follow, and then the Stags
return home to Ludlowe Field to meet
Holy Cross at 3 PM on Thursday, April
27.
Holy Cross is led by Shortstop
Ronnie Perry (Ronnie who?), who is
currently batting at a .364 clip. The
Stags, however, have seven batters
over .300, and Barnes (.350), Warner
(.348), and Tutuny (.333) are all in the
top five in ECAC batting. Bob
Johanson (.328), Bill Wilson (.327),
Brendan Vane (.323), and Mike
Beaudoin (.302) are the others over
.300 for Fairfield.

Stags
No. 1
The Fairfield U. Baseball Stags, by
virtue of a five-game winning streak,
have upped their season mark to an
impressive 10 wins, 6 losses, and a
number one ranking for New England.
The announcement was made on
Wednesday.
Fairfield received six first place
votes from the twelve coaches involved in the poll, and the big surprise
is that the Stags' coach, Don Cook, did
not vote for the team. Said Cook, "I
thought we had a chance to be
number one, but I didn't want to be
the only coach voting for Fairfield. I
was pleasantly surprised."
Of the six other teams mentioned in
the ratings, only two have played the
Stags. Both teams, Boston College and
U Maine, were easy victims of Fairfield. The baseballers will play U Conn
and Holy Cross later in the year.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Fairfield (16)
Boston College (3)
UConn(1)
Holy Cross (1)
Maine (1)
Harvard
Providence

43
42
31
31
18
12
3
Motta

Redmen Top Ruggers In 2 of 3
by Mark Murphy
The Fairfield Rugby club was
defeated in two of three matches last
Saturday in their first home outing this
season against the St. Johns University
Redmen. The Fairfield ruggers lost the
A game 9-0 and the B game 10-3. The
inexperienced C side showed great
determination in winning 7-6 on a last
minute drop kick.
The B side started off the games
against a well conditioned St. Johns
team. The Redmen showed their
strength quickly, keeping the ball in
Fairfield terriotry. Senior fullback Tom
Couture showed his open field tacking
ability keeping St. Johns' backs from
crossing the goal line on a break away.
Tom then brought the Stags out of
poo{ field position with a weaving 40
yard run. Kevin Sullivan, a junior
scrum-half, took advantage of the
improved field position by kicking a
thirty yard penalty kick. The stags held
the 3-0 lead into the half time intermission.
The Fairfield ruggers came out
strong in the second half threatening

to score twice on penalty kick attempts by Sullivan and senior second
row Owen Buckley, both were wide,
no good.
The tide then began to flow for the
St. Johns Redmen. Their first penalty
kick fell short to the left yet that was
not to be their only scoring opportunity. The St. Johns scrum had the
ball very close to the Stags goal line.
There was a well fought battle by the
Stags but the Redmen finally opened
the door they had been knocking at all
afternoon. The score stood at 4-3 till
St. Johns came at Fairfield once again,
scoring another try and extra points,
the final score 10-3.
The A side would find their opposition just as tough. An early threat
made to score by Fairfield's Tom
Consili would prove to be one of the
few opportunities the Stags had all
afternoon. St. John's scrum showed
their strength early taking the ball over
for a try and extra point to make the
score 60. The game continued to be
played were St. John's like it, in
Fairfield territory. With the help of

John Sherman closes in on one of the St. John's Redmen in A teams
9-0 loss last Saturday, [photo by Vince Howley]

Junior Center, Bobby Elhers, the Stags
were starting to slowly regain lost
ground. Captain John Sherman
mustered some momentum for the
team with his hard nose running and
tackling while freshman Scrum - half
Bob Kennedy proved to all that he
could play even though it was only his
second game for the Stags.
The second half started with good
field position for the Red Ruggers yet
despite the efforts of the injury
stricken team St. Johns proved too
strong. The Redmen put the icing on
the cake with a successful penalty kick
bringing the final count to 90.
Then the C side took the field in
hopes of keeping the Stags from
getting swept in all three games. They
proved successful in a very exciting
manner with a come from behind
victory The Fairfield ruggers were
down 6-4 in the second half with time
running out. Junior Tom Consigli who
was in for the injured Artie Carlucci,
put the ball down and drop kicked it
through the uprights from 45 yards
away to win the game, 7-6.

